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Given four distinct vertices in a 4-connected planar graph G, we characterize
when the graph G contains a K4-subdivision with the given vertices as its degree
three vertices. This result implies the following conjecture of Robertson and
Thomas: a 5-connected planar graph has no K4-subdivision with specified degree
three vertices, if and only if the four specified vertices are contained in a facial cycle
in the unique plane embedding of the graph.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We refer to [1] for terminology not defined here. Only simple finite
planar graphs are considered. A K-subdivision in a graph G is a subgraph
of G which is isomorphic to a subdivision of the graph K. In a K4-subdivi-
sion, the four vertices of degree 3 are called branch vertices. It is well
known that every 3-connected graph contains a K4 -subdivision. But not all
3-connected graphs contain a K4 -subdivision with all branch vertices
specified. In this paper we characterize those 4-connected planar graphs
admitting a K4-subdivision with four branch vertices specified. This implies
a recent conjecture of Robertson and Thomas [6]: a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for a 5-connected planar graph to have a K4-subdivision
with four specified branch vertices is that these four vertices do not all
appear on an induced non-separating cycle (such a cycle is a facial cycle in
the unique plane embedding).
Studying K4-subdivisions with specified branch vertices has an applica-
tion to designing telephone networks. It is also related to the Dirac conjec-
ture [2] that every simple graph with p vertices and at least 3p&5 edges
has a K5 -subdivision. It is shown to be true in [8] for graphs on p vertices
with at least 4p-10 edges. In [4] it is shown that a minor-minimal counter-
example to the Dirac conjecture must be 5-connected. In 1977, Seymour
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[7] conjectured that every 5-connected non-planar graph contains a
K5-subdivision. (This conjecture was also independently made by Kelmans
[3], and Ke zdy and McGuiness [4].) Therefore it is interesting to know
when a 4-connected graph contains a K4-subdivision with four branch
vertices specified. The results of this paper are a first step towards this
direction.
In order to state our results precisely, we need some more terminology.
Given S/V(G ), G&S is the graph obtained from G by deleting S and
incident edges. If there is no confusion, we use x # G instead of x # V(G ),
and for a subgraph H of G we write G&H instead of G&V(H ). For a cut-
set T of a graph G and two subsets A and B of V(G ), we say that T
separates A from B if G=G1 _ G2 and G1 & G2=T such that A/V(G1)&T
and B/V(G2)&T. Let G be a graph and e be an edge of G. We use Ge
to denote the graph obtained from G by contracting the edge e (deleting
loops and multiple edges). For v # V(G ) and S/V(G )&[v], we say that
two paths from v to S are disjoint if they only meet at v. A plane graph is
a graph embedded in the plane with no edges crossing, and the boundary
of the infinite face is the outerwalk (or outercycle if the graph is 2-con-
nected). If there is no confusion, we do not distinguish between a face and
the facial walk bounding the face. Given a walk C in a plane graph and
two vertices x, y on C, we use xCy to denote the shortest subwalk of C
from x to y in the clockwise direction. For any path P in a graph and two
vertices x, y on the path, we use xPy to denote the subpath of P between
x and y. For convenience we introduce the concept of a bridge. Let
P/V(G ). Then a P-bridge of G is either induced by an edge with both
ends on P or induced by edges in a component D of G&P together with
edges in [P, V(D)].
For six vertices x, y, a, b, c, d in a graph G, an H-graph with root [x, y]
and ends A1=[a, b] and A2=[c, d ], is a subgraph of G consisting of two
paths from x to A1 , two paths from y to A2 , and a path between x and
y such that any two of these paths either are disjoint or meet only at x or
y but not both. See Fig. 1 for an example, where the boldface edges are in
the H-graph.
Let A be a set of even cardinality. A balanced partition of A is a partition
of A into two subsets of equal cardinality. Let (A1 , A2) be a balanced parti-
tion of a 4-element set A. Then another balanced partition (B1 , B2) of A
crosses (A1 , A2) if Ai & Bj{< for any pair (i, j ). Two H-graphs are cross-
ing if they have the same root and their ends are crossing partitions of a
given set.
Our main result of this paper (Theorem 4.2) is a characterization of
4-connected graphs which contain K4-subdivisions with four prescribed
vertices as its branch vertices. (For technical reasons, Theorem 4.2 is stated
for certain 3-connected graphs.) Let G be a 4-connected planar graph and
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Fig. 1. An H-graph with root [x, y] and ends [a b] and [c d ].
W=[w1 , w2 , w3 , w4]/V(G ). The characterization procedure is based on
whether or not G contains a 4-cut separating vertices of W.
The case that G contains a 4-cut separating two vertices of W from the
other two vertices is somewhat special. In this case, the characterization
problem reduces to two disjoint paths problems: the ‘‘4-path problem’’ and
the ‘‘H-graph problem’’. The 4-path problem is solved in Section 2, where
Theorem 2.1 characterizes planar graphs in which one can shift certain four
disjoint paths. The H-graph problem is solved in Section 3, where
Theorem 3.1 characterizes when a planar graph contains crossing H-graphs.
(I would like to point out here that extending these two results to general
graphs is a key step in order to extend our main result to general graphs.)
In Section 3, we prove a few more results (Lemmas 3.23.4) about dis-
joint paths, and these results are used in the proof of Theorem 4.2 to deal
with some cases when G contains 4-cuts separating vertices of W. In
Section 4, we prove our main result, Theorem 4.2.
2. A RESULT ON DISJOINT PATHS
In this section we prove a result on shifting four disjoint paths which are
from vertices on a face in a plane graph to vertices on another face. This
result is used in the proof of the main result (see Theorem 4.2) to deal with
the case when G contains a 4-cut separating two vertices of W from the
other two. Note that the conditions in Theorem 2.1 below arise from the
proof of Theorem 4.2. For convenience, we say two vertices are cofacial if
they are on a common face.
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Theorem 2.1. Let G be a 2-connected plane graph with outercycle C and
another facial cycle C$. Let A=[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4]/V(G ) and a1 , a2 , a3 , a4
appear on C in this clockwise order, and let A$=[a$1 , a$2 , a$3 , a$4]/V(G ) and
a$1 , a$2 , a$3 , a$4 appear on C$ in this clockwise order. Suppose that (1) G has
no cutset T with |T |4 separating A&T{< from A$&T{<, and (2) G
has four disjoint paths from ai to ai$ , i=1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.
Then G has four disjoint paths from ai to a$i+1 or four disjoint paths from
ai to a$i&1 (subscripts are taken modulo 4), if and only if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(i) ai{ai$ for every i, and
(ii) if ai , ai+1 , ai$ , a$i+1 are cofacial in G, then they must appear on
C or C$ in the following clockwise order: ai , a$i , ai+1 , a$i+1 or ai$ , ai ,
a$i+1 , ai+1.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part is straightforward. So we prove the ‘‘if ’’ part
by finding the desired paths Qi , i=1, 2, 3, 4. Let Pi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, be four
disjoint paths from ai to ai$ , and let Di denote the subgraph of G contained
in the finite region of the plane bounded by Pi _ Pi+1 _ aiCai+1 _
ai$C$a$i+1 (inclusive).
Claim 1. We may assume that ai  C$ and ai$  C.
Otherwise, without loss of generality we may assume that a1 # C$.
(1.1) We may assume that a2  C$ and a4  C$. Otherwise, by sym-
metry we may assume that a2 # C$. By (ii) and by symmetry we may further
assume that a$4 , a1 , a$1 , a2 , a$2 are on C$ in this clockwise order. We find
Q1 in D1&[a1 , a$2] from a$1 to a2 . D2&[a2 , a$3] has a path Q2 from
a$2 to a3 , otherwise [a$1 , a2 , a$3 , a4] contradicts (1). Select Q2 so that
|V(Q2 & P3)| is minimum. Then each vertex of (Q2 & P3)&a3 together with
a2 forms a 2-cut of D2 separating a$2 from a3 . D3&(V(Q2) _ [a$4]) has a
path Q3 from a$3 to a4 , otherwise there is a vertex u # Q2 & P3 such that
[a$1 , a2 , u, a$4] contradicts (1). We select Q3 so that |V(Q3 & P4)| is
minimum, and hence each vertex of (Q3 & P4)&a4 together with a
vertex in Q2 & P3 forms a 2-cut of D3 separating a$3 from a4 . Now
D4&(V(Q3) _ [a$1]) has a path Q4 from a$4 to a1 , otherwise there are ver-
tices v # Q3 & P4 and u # Q2 & P3 such that [u, v, a$1 , a2] contradicts (1).
Thus Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4 are the desired paths.
(1.2) We may assume that a$1  C. Otherwise, by (1.1) and (2) and by
symmetry we may assume that a4 , a$1 , a1 , a2 are on C in this clockwise
order and a$4 , a$1 , a1 , a$2 are on C$ in this clockwise order. D1&[a$1 , a2] has
a path Q1 from a$2 to a1 , otherwise a$1 , a1 , a2 , a$2 appear on C$ in this
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clockwise order, contradicting (ii). We select Q1 so that |V(Q1 & P2)| is
minimum. D2&(V(Q1) _ [a3]) has a path Q2 from a$3 to a2 , otherwise
there is a vertex u # Q1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, a3 , a4] contradicts (1). We
select Q2 so that |V(Q2 & P3)| is minimum. Similarly we select Q3 in
D3&(V(Q2) _ [a4]) from a$4 to a3 so that |V(Q3 & P4)| is minimum,
otherwise there are vertices v # Q2 & P3 and u # Q1 & P2 such that
[a1 , u, v, a4] contradicts (1). Now D4&(V(Q3) _ [a1]) has a path Q4 from
a$1 to a4 , otherwise there are vertices w # Q3 & P4 , v # Q2 & P3 , and
u # Q1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, v, w] contradicts (1).
(1.3) We may assume that a$2  C and a$4  C. Otherwise by symmetry
we may assume that a$2 # C. Suppose first that a1 , a$1 , a$2 are on C$ in this
clockwise order. Then a1 , a2 , a$2 are on C in this clockwise order, otherwise
[a1 , a$2 , a$3 , a$4] contradicts (1). D1&[a1 , a$2] has a path Q1 from a$1 to a2 ,
otherwise [a1 , a$2 , a$3 , a$4] contradicts (1). D2&[a2 , a$3] has a path Q2
from a$2 to a3 , otherwise a2 , a$2 , a$3 , a3 are on C in this clockwise
order, contradicting (ii). Select Q2 so that |V(Q2 & P3)| is minimum.
D3&(V(Q2) _ [a$4]) has a path Q3 from a$3 to a4 with |V(Q3 & P4)|
minimum, otherwise there is a vertex u # Q2 & P3 such that [a1 , a2 , u, a$4]
contradicts (1). Finally D4&(V(Q3) _ [a$1]) has a path Q4 from a$4 to a1 ,
otherwise there are vertices v # Q3 & P4 and u # Q2 & P3 such that
[a1 , a2 , u, v] contradicts (1). Thus we may assume that a$1 , a1 , a$2 are on C$
in this clockwise order. Then a1 , a$2 , a2 are on C in this clockwise order,
otherwise [a1 , a$2 , a3 , a4] contradicts (1). D1&[a$1 , a2] has a path Q1 from
a$2 to a1 . D2&[a$2 , a3] has a path Q2 from a$3 to a2 with |V(Q2 & P3)|
minimum, otherwise [a1 , a$2 , a3 , a4] contradicts (1). D3&(V(Q2) _ [a4])
has a path Q3 from a$4 to a3 with |V(Q3 & P4)| minimum, otherwise there
is a vertex u # Q2 & P3 such that [a1 , a$2 , u, a4] contradicts (1). Finally
D4&(V(Q3) _ [a1]) has a path Q4 from a$1 to a4 , otherwise there are ver-
tices v # Q3 & P4 and u # Q2 & P3 such that [a1 , a$2 , u, v] contradicts (1).
Hence (1.3) is proved.
By symmetry we may assume that a$4 , a1 , a$1 are on C$ in this clockwise
order. D1&[a1 , a$2] has a path Q1 from a$1 to a2 with |V(Q1 & P2)|
minimum, otherwise [a1 , a$2 , a$3 , a$4] contradicts (1). D2&(V(Q1) _ [a$3])
has a path Q2 from a$2 to a3 with |V(Q2 & P3)| minimum, otherwise
there is a vertex u # Q1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, a$3 , a$4] contradicts (1).
D3&(V(Q2) _ [a$4]) has a path Q3 from a$3 to a4 with |V(Q3 & P4)| mini-
mum, otherwise there are vertices v # Q2 & P3 and u # Q1 & P2 such that
[a1 , u, v, a$4] contradicts (1). Finally D4&(V(Q3) _ [a$1]) has a path Q4
from a$4 to a1 , otherwise there are vertices w # Q3 & P4 & C, v # Q2 & P3 ,
and u # Q1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, v, w] contradicts (1). This completes
Claim 1.
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Claim 2. We may assume the following for i=1, 2, 3, 4: [ai , a$i+1] is
not a 2-cut of Di separating ai+1 from ai$ , and [ai$ , ai+1] is not a 2-cut of
Di separating ai from a$i+1.
Otherwise, we may assume without loss of generality that [a$1 , a2] is a
2-cut of D1 separating a1 from a$2 . Then D1&[a1 , a$2] has a path Q1 from
a$1 to a2 , otherwise a1 , a2 , a$1 , a$2 would be in a common face of G (other
than C or C$), contradicting (ii).
(2.1) Suppose that Q1 can be found not in the [a$1 , a2]-bridge of D1
containing a$2 . Then we may select such Q1 so that |V(Q1 & P1)| is mini-
mum. D2&[a2 , a$3] has a path Q2 from a$2 to a3 with |V(Q2 & P3)| mini-
mum, otherwise [a$1 , a2 , a$3 , a$4] contradicts (1). D3&(V(Q2) _ [a$4]) has a
path Q3 from a$3 to a4 with |V(Q3 & P4)| minimum, otherwise there is a
vertex v # Q2 & P3 such that [a$1 , a2 , v, a$4] contradicts (1). Now we find Q4
in D4&V(Q1 _ Q3) from a$4 to a1 , otherwise there are vertices u # Q1 & P1 ,
w # Q3 & P4 , and v # Q2 & P3 such that [u, a2 , v, w] contradicts (1).
(2.2) Hence we may assume that Q1 must be contained in the
[a$1 , a2]-bridge of D1 containing a$2 . Then a1 , a$1 , a2 are cofacial in G. In
this case Q1 & P1=<. We find Q1 so that |V(Q1 & P2)| is minimum. Hence
all vertices in Q1 & P2 and a1 , a$1 , a2 are cofacial in G. D2&(V(Q1) _ [a$3])
has a path Q2 from a$2 to a3 with |V(Q2 & P3)| minimum, otherwise
there is a vertex u # Q1 & P2 such that [a$1 , u, a$3 , a$4] contradicts (1).
D3&(V(Q2) _ [a$4]) has a path Q3 from a$3 to a4 with |V(Q2 & P4)| mini-
mum, otherwise there are vertices v # Q2 & P3 and u # Q1 & P2 such that
[a$1 , u, v, a$4] contradicts (1). Finally D4&(V(Q3) _ [a$1]) has a path Q4
from a$4 to a1 , otherwise there are vertices w # Q3 & P4 , v # Q2 & P3 ,
u # Q1 & P2 such that [a$1 , u, v, w] contradicts (1).
Claim 3. We may assume the following for i=1, 2, 3, 4: there is no
vertex s # Pi such that [s, a$i+1] is a 2-cut of Di separating ai$ from ai+1 and
[s, ai&1] is a 2-cut of Di&1 separating a$i&1 from ai ; and there is no vertex
s # Pi such that [s, ai+1] is a 2-cut of Di separating ai from a$i+1 and
[s, a$i&1] is a 2-cut of Di&1 separating ai&1 from ai$ .
Otherwise, without loss of generality let s # P2 such that [s, a$3] is a 2-cut
of D2 and [s, a1] is a 2-cut of D1 . By Claim 2, s  [a2 , a$2]. D1&[s, a$1]
has a path Q1 from a$2 to a1 with |V(Q1 & P1)| minimum, otherwise
[a$1 , s, a$3 , a$4] contradicts (1). D2&[s, a3] has a path Q2 from a$3 to a2
with |V(Q2 & P3)| minimum, otherwise [a1 , s, a3 , a4] contradicts (1).
D3&(V(Q2) _ [a4]) has a path Q3 from a$4 to a3 with |V(Q3 & P4)| mini-
mum, otherwise there is a vertex u # Q2 & P3 such that [a1 , s, u, a4] con-
tradicts (1). Finally D4&V(Q1 _ Q3) has a path Q4 from a$1 to a4 ,
otherwise there are vertices w # Q1 & P1 , v # Q3 & P4 , u # Q2 & P3 such that
[s, u, v, w] contradicts (1).
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Claim 4. We may assume the following for i=1, 2, 3, 4: there are no
vertices r # Pi and s # Pi+1 such that [ai&1 , r] is a 2-cut of Di&1 separating
a$i&1 from ai , [r, s] is a 2-cut of Di separating ai$ from ai+1 , and [s, a$i+2]
is a 2-cut of Di+1 separating a$i+1 from ai+2; and there are no vertices
r # Pi and s # Pi+1 such that [ai+2, s] is a 2-cut of Di+1 separating a$i+2
from ai+1 , [s, r] is a 2-cut of Di separating a$i+1 from ai , [r, a$i&1] is a
2-cut of Di&1 separating ai$ from ai&1.
Without loss of generality we may assume that r # P2 , s # P3 , and
[a1 , r], [r, s], [s, a$4] are those 2-cuts. By Claim 2, r{a$2 and s{a3 . By
Claim 3, r{a2 and s{a$3 .
(4.1) Suppose that in the [a1 , r]-bridge of D1 containing a2 we can
find a path R1 from r to a1 not using a2 . Select R1 with |V(R1 & P2)| mini-
mum. Let Q1=a$2P2r _ R1 . In the [r, s]-bridge of D2 containing a2 there
is a path R2 from s to a2 disjoint from V(R1) _ [a3], otherwise there is a
vertex u # R1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, a3 , a4] contradicts (1). Select R2 with
|V(R2 & P3)| minimum and let Q2=a$3P3 s _ R2 . D3&(V(Q2) _ [a4]) has
a path Q3 from a$4 to a3 with |V(Q3 & P4)| minimum, otherwise there are
vertices v # R2 & P3 and u # R1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, v, a4] contradicts (1).
Finally D4&(V(Q3) _ [a1]) has a path Q4 from a$1 to a4 , otherwise there
are vertices w # Q3 & P4 , v # R2 & P3 , u # R1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, v, w]
contradicts (1).
(4.2) Hence we may assume that such a path R1 above does not
exist. Then a1 , a2 , r are cofacial in G. By Claim 2, D1&[a2 , a$1] has a path
Q1 from a$2 to a1 with |V(Q1 & P1)| minimum. In the [r, s]-bridge of D2
containing a2 we find a path R2 from s to a2 not using r and a3 , otherwise
[a1 , r, a3 , a4] contradicts (1). Select R2 with |V(R2 & P3)| minimum and
let Q2=a$3P3s _ R2 . D3&(V(Q2) _ [a4]) has a path Q3 from a$4 to a3 with
|V(Q3 & P4)| minimum, otherwise there is a vertex u # R2 & P3 such that
[a1 , r, u, a4] contradicts (1). Finally D3&V(Q3 _ Q1) has a path Q4 from
a$1 to a4 , otherwise there are vertices w # Q1 & P1 , v # Q3 & P4 , and
u # R2 & P3 such that [r, u, v, w] contradicts (1).
Claim 5. We may asume the following for i=1, 2, 3, 4: there are
no vertices q # Pi&ai , r # Pi+1 , s # Pi+2 and t # Pi+3&ai+3 such that
[ai&1 , q] is a 2-cut of Di&1 separating a$i&1 from ai , [q, r] is a 2-cut of Di
separating ai$ from ai+1, [r, s] is a 2-cut of Di+1 separting a$i+1 from ai+2 ,
and [s, t] is a 2-cut of Di+2 separating a$i+2 from ai+3; and there are no
vertices q # Pi&ai , r # Pi+1 , s # Pi+2 , and t # Pi+3&ai+3 such that [ai , t]
is a 2-cut of Di&1 separating ai$ from ai&1 , [t, s] is a 2-cut of Di&2 separat-
ing a$i&1 from ai&2 , [s, r] is a 2-cut of Di&3 separating a$i&2 from ai&3 , and
[r, q] is a 2-cut of Di&4 separating a$i&3 from ai&4.
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Otherwise, we may assume that these vertices are selected so that the
[q, r, s, t]-bridge of Di _ Di+1 _ Di+2 containing A$ is minimal. Without
loss of generality we may assume that q # P2&a2 and that [a1 , q], [q, r],
[s, t] are those 2-cuts. By Claim 2, q{a$2 . By Claim 3, r{a$3 . By Claim 4,
s{a$4 . By (1), t{a1 , s{a4 , and r{a3 .
(5.1) Suppose that the [a1 , q]-bridge of D1 containing a2 has a path
R1 from q to a1 not using a2 . Select R1 so that |V(R1 & P2)| is minimum
and let Q1=R1 _ a$2P2q. In the [q, r]-bridge of D2 containing a2 there is
a path R2 from r to a2 disjoint from V(R1) _ [a3], otherwise there is a
vertex u # R1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, a3 , a4] contradicts (1). Select R2 so
that |V(R2 & P3)| is minimum and let Q2=R2 _ a$3 P3r. In the [r, s]-bridge
of D3 containing a3 there is a path R3 from s to a3 disjoint from
V(R2) _ [a4], otherwise there are vertices v # R2 & P3 and u # R1 & P2 such
that [a1 , u, v, a4] contradicts (1). Select R3 so that |V(R3 & P4)| is mini-
mum and let Q3=R3 _ a$4P4s. Finally D4&(V(Q3) _ [a1]) has a path Q4
from a$1 to a4 , otherwise there are vertices w # R3 & P4 , v # R2 & P3 , and
u # R1 & P2 such that [a1 , u, v, w] contradicts (1).
(5.2) Thus we may assume that such a path R1 in (5.1) cannot be
found. Then a1 , a2 , q are cofacial in G. By Claim 2 we find a path Q1 in
D1&[a$1 , a2] from a$2 to a1 with |V(Q1 & P1)| minimum. Thus all vertices
in Q1 & P1 and a1 , a2 , q are cofacial in G. In the [q, r]-bridge of D2 con-
taining a2 there is a path R2 from r to a2 disjoint from V(Q1) _ [a3 , q],
otherwise [a1 , q, a3 , a4] contradicts (1). Select R2 so that |V(R2 & P3)|
is minimum. In the [q, r]-bridge of D2 containing a$3 we select a path R$2
from a$3 to r disjoint from V(Q1) such that |V(R$2 & P3)| is minimum. Let
Q2=R2 _ R$2 . In the [r, s]-bridge of D3 containing a3 there is a path R3
from s to a3 disjoint from V(R2) _ [a4], otherwise there is a vertex
u # R2 & P3 such that [a1 , q, u, a4] contradicts (1). Select R3 so that
|V(R3 & P4)| is minimum. In the [r, s]-bridge of D3 containing a$4 we select
a path R$3 from a$4 to s disjoint from R$2 with |V(R$3 & P4)| minimum. Let
Q3=R3 _ R$3 . Now in D4&V(Q1 _ Q3) there is a path Q4 from a$1 to a4 ,
otherwise there are vertices w # Q1 & P1 and v # Q3 & P4 which form a 2-cut
of D4 separating a$1 from a4 . If v # R3 & P4 , then there is a vertex
u # R2 & P3 such that [q, u, v, w] contradicts (1). Hence v # (R$3 & P4)&[s].
In this case we may assume that w # a$1 P1 t&t, otherwise by planarity
[q, r, s, w] contradicts (1). But then there are vertices u # R$2 & P3 and
q$ # Q1 & P2 such that [w, v, u, q$] contradicts the choice of [q, r, s, t]
(since w and a2 are cofacial in G ). This completes Claim 5.
Now by Claim 2, D1&[a$2 , a1] has a path Q1 from a$1 to a2 with
|V(Q1 & P2)| minimum. By Claim 3, D2&(V(Q1) _ [a$3]) has a path Q2
from a$2 to a3 with |V(Q2 & P3)| minimum. By Claim 4, D3&(V(Q2) _ [a$4])
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has a path Q3 from a$3 to a4 with |V(Q3 & P4)| minimum. Finally by
Claim 5 we find a path Q4 in D4&(V(Q1 _ Q3)) from a$4 to a1 . K
Remark. The above result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for
shifting paths Pi in certain way. This result may be extended to k disjoint
paths for any k2. We also point out here that Robertson and Seymour
[5] gave an algorithm to determine if one can shift k disjoint paths in
planar graphs.
3. H-GRAPHS
The main objective of this section is to characterize certain graphs con-
taining crossing H-graphs. This characterization will be used in the proof
of the main result (Theorem 4.2) to deal with the case when G contains a
4-cut separating two vertices of W from the other two. The conditions in
the next paragraph and in Theorem 3.1 arise from the proof of Theorem 4.2.
We first describe in Fig. 2 the graphs which are the obstructions to the
existence of crossing H-graphs. Note that in Fig. 2, the graphs only have
vertices and edges in the shaded region and the small black discs denote
the special vertices. Each graph G in Fig. 2 is a connected plane graph with
outerwalk C and six distinct vertices x, y, a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 such that
A=[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4] is independent in G and a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 appear on C in
this clockwise order. The following condition are satisfied: (1) no cutset T
of G with |T |3 separates x or y from A&T, (2) no cutset T of G with
|T |4 separates [x, y] from A&T{<, and (3) every cutset T of G with
|T |3 must separate two vertices of A _ [x, y].
Each graph G described in Fig. 2 (except when x # C in Obstruction (I))
contains a 4-cut Sx=[s, s$, t, t$] separating (A&Sx) _ [ y] from x, and
each graph G described in Fig. 2 (except when y # C in Obstruction (I))
contains a 4-cut Sy=[ p, p$, q, q$] separating (A&Sy) _ [x] from y. More-
over, the component of G&Sx containing x is disjoint from the component
of G&Sy containing y. Let t, s, s$, t$ be around x in this clockwise order,
and p, q, q$, p$ be around y in this clockwise order.
In Obstruction (I), a1 , t, s, p, q, a2 appear on C in this clockwise order
(possibly a1=t or s=p or q=a2), and Sx=[x] if x # C and Sy=[ y] if
y # C. In Obstruction (II), a1 , a2 , p, q, a3 , a4 , t, s appear on C in this
clockwise order (possibly s=a1 or t=a4 or p=a2 or q=a3), and s$, p$, q$,
t$ appear on another face in this clockwise order (possibly s$=p$ or t$=q$).
Obstructions (III)(XI) can be considered as variations of Obstruction
(II).
(III) may be (viewed as being) obtained from (II) by letting p=a2 and
dropping the condition q # a2Ca3 . By symmetry and changing notation, we
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Fig. 2. Obstructions to crossing H-graphs.
get (III) from (II) if we let q=a3 and drop the condition p # a2Ca3 ; or if
we let s=a1 and drop the condition t # a4 Ca1 ; or if we let t=a4 and drop
the condition s # a4Ca1 .
(IV) may be obtained from (II) by letting p=a2 and t=a4 and dropping
the conditions q # a2Ca3 and s # a4Ca1 . By symmetry and changing nota-
tion, we get (IV) from (II) if we let s=a1 and q=a3 and drop the condi-
tions p # a2Ca3 and t # a4Ca1 .
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(V) may be obtained from (II) by letting p=a2 and s=a1 and dropping
the conditions q # a2Ca3 and t # a4Ca1 . By symmetry and changing nota-
tion, we get (V) from (II) if we let t=a4 and q=a3 and drop the condi-
tions p # a2Ca3 and s # a4Ca1 .
(VI) may be obtained from (II) by letting s$=p$ and dropping the condition
that p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial. By symmetry and changing notation, we get (VI)
from (II) if we let t$=q$ and drop the condition that p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial.
(VII) may be obtained from (II) by letting p=a2 , s=a1 and s$=p$, and
dropping the conditions that q # a2Ca3 , t # a4Ca1 , and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofa-
cial. By Symmetry and changing notation, we get (VII) from (II) if we let
q=a3 , t=a4 and t$=q$, and drop the conditions that p # a2 Ca3 , s # a4Ca1 ,
and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial.
(VIII) may be obtaind from (II) by letting p=a2 and s$=p$ and drop-
ping the conditions that q # a2Ca3 and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial. By Sym-
metry and changing notation, we get (VIII) from (II) if we let q=a3 and
t$=q$ and drop the conditions that p # a2 Ca3 and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial;
or if we let s=a1 and s$=p$ and drop the conditions that t # a4Ca1 and p$,
q$, s$, t$ are cofacial; or if we let t=a4 and t$=q$ and drop the conditions
that s # a4Ca1 and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial.
(IX) may be obtained from (II) by letting p=a2 and t$=q$ and drop-
ping the conditions that q # a2Ca3 and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial. By sym-
metry and changing notation, we get (IX) from (II) if we let q=a3 and
s$=p$ and drop the conditions that p # a2Ca3 and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial;
or if we let s=a1 and t$=q$ and drop the conditions that t # a4 Ca1 and
p$, q$, s$, s$, t$ are cofacial; or if we let t=a4 and s$=p$ and drop the condi-
tions that s # a4Ca1 and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial.
(X) may be obtained from (II) by letting p=a2 , t=a4 , and t$=q$, and
dropping the conditions that q # a2Ca3 , s # a4Ca1 , and p$, q$, s$, t$ are
cofacial. By Symmetry and changing notation, we get (X) from (II) if we
let t=a4 , p=a2 , and s$=p$ and drop the conditions that s # a4Ca1 ,
q # a2Ca3 , and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial; or if we let q=a3 , s=a1 and s$=p$
and drop the conditions that p # aCa3 , t # a4Ca1 , and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofa-
cial; or if we let s=a1 , q=a3 , and t$=q$, and drop the conditions that
t # a4Ca1 , p # a2 Ca3 , and p$, s$, s$, t$ are cofacial.
(XI) may be obtained from (II) by letting p=a2 , s=a1 , and t$=q$, and
dropping the conditions that t # a4Ca1 , q # a2Ca3 , and p$, q$, s$, t$ are
cofacial. By symmetry and changing notation, we get (XI) from (II) if we
let q=a3 , t=a4 , and s$=p$, and drop the conditions that p # a2Ca3 ,
s # a4Ca1 , and p$, q$, s$, t$ are cofacial.
Remark. Each graph in Fig. 2 contains an H-graph with roots [x, y]
and ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3], and every H-graph with root [x, y] and
ends in A must have ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3].
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We sketch a proof of the remak. If Sx=[x] then let Ps=Pt=Pt$=[x];
otherwise, in the Sx -bridge containing x, by condition (1) and planarity we
find three disjoint paths Pt , Ps , Pt$ from x to t, s, t$, respectively, not using
s$. If Sy=[ y] then let Pp=Pq=Pq$=[ y]; otherwise, in the Sy-bridge
containing y, by condition (1) and planarity we find three disjoint paths
Pp , Pq , Pq$ from y to p, q, q$, respectively, not using p$.
In Obstruction (I), by planarity and by condition (1), there are two dis-
joint paths T $ and Q$ from t$, q$ to a4 , a3 , respectively, disjoint from a1 Ca2
and the components of G&(Sx _ Sy) containing x or y. Now Pt , Ps , Pt$ ,
Pp , Pq , Pq$ , a1Ct, qCa2 , sCp, T $, Q$ give an H-graph with root [x, y] and
ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3]. In other obstructions in Fig. 2 except (IV) and
(X), by planarity and by conditions (1) and (2), there are three disjoint
paths which are also disjoint from a1 Ca2 and the components of
G&(Sx _ Sy) containing x or y: P from t$ to q$, Q from t to a4 , and R from
q to a3 . Now Pt , Ps , Pt$ , Pp , Pq , Pq$ , P, Q, R, sCa1 , a2Cp give an H-graph
with root [x, y] and ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3]. In Obstructions (IV) and
(X), by condition (1) and planarity, we find three disjoint paths which are
also disjoint from [a2 , a4] and the components of G&(Sx _ Sy) containing
x or y: P from t$ to q$, Q from s to a1 , and R from q to a3 . Now Pt , Ps ,
Pt$ , Pp , Pq , Pq$ , P, Q, R give an H-graph with root [x, y] and ends
[a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3].
It is also straightforward to check that for each obstruction in Fig. 2,
every H-graph with root [x, y] and ends in A must have ends [a1 , a4] and
[a2 , a3].
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a connected plane graph with outerwalk C and
six distinct vertices x, y, a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 such that A=[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4] is an
independent set in G and a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 appear on C in this clockwise order.
Suppose that (1) no cutset T of G with |T |3 separates x or y from A&T,
(2) no cutset T of G with |T |4 separates [x, y] from A&T{<, and (3)
every cutset T of G with |T |3 separates two vertices of A _ [x, y].
Then G has two crossing H-graphs with root [x, y] and ends in A if and
only if G is not an obstruction shown in Fig. 2.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part follows from the above remark. Hence we
only prove the ‘‘if ’’ part. Suppose that G satisfies all conditions of
Theorem 3.1 and G is not an obstruction in Fig. 2. Our strategy is to find
an H-graph with root [x, y] and ends in A (which is done in Claim 1
below), and then to find another H-graph crossing the one already found.
Let Pi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, be four disjoint paths from x to ai , respectively, and
if G has five disjoint paths from x to A _ [ y], then we use P5 to denote
the fifth path from x to y. We use Di to denote the subgraph of G con-
tained in the finite region of the plane bounded by ai Cai+1 _ Pi _ Pi+1
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(inclusive). Without loss of generality we may assume that y (and P5 if
exists) belongs to D4 . We note here that (i) of Claim 1 is for a technical
reason.
Claim 1. We may select the four paths (and change notation if
necessary) such that (i) D4 is maximal and subject to this, D2 is maximal,
and (ii) y # D4&(P1 _ P4) and D4 contains three disjoint paths from y to
[a1 , a4 , x].
It is not difficult to see that we can choose the paths and the notation
so that y # D4 (and P5/D4 if P5 exists) and (i) is satisfied.
Subclaim (1a). We may assume that D4 has a 2-cut T/V(P4) or
T/V(P1) separating y from [a1 , a4 , x]&T.
First, we consider the case when y  P1 _ P4 . In this case, we may
assume that D4 does not contain three disjoint paths from y to [a1 , a4 , x]
(otherwise, Claim 1 follows). Hence, D4 contains a cutset T with |T |2
separating y from [a1 , a4 , x]&T. By (1) and by planarity, |T |=2 and
either T/V(P1) or T/V(P4), and so Subclaim (1a) follows.
Thus, we may assume y # P1 _ P4 . By symmetry, assume y # P4 . Note
that in this case, P5 does not exist. We may assume that D4 contains three
disjoint paths from y to [a1 , a4 , x]; otherwise, D4 contains a cutset T with
|T |2 separating y from [a1 , a4 , x]&T, and by (1) and planarity, |T |=2
and T/V(P4), and so Subclaim (1a) follows. Thus G contains an H-graph
with root [x, y] and ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3]. Hence, we may assume
that G&D1 does not have three disjoint paths from y to [x, a3 , a4]; other-
wise, G contains an H-graph with root [x, y] and ends [a1 , a2] and
[a3 , a4], and so G contains crossing H-graphs.
Now let P$4 be a path in D4&P1 from x to a4 such that the subgraph of
D4 contained in the finite region of the plane bounded by P$4 _ P4 is maxi-
mal. Also let P$3 be a path in D2&P2 from x to a3 such that the subgraph
of D2 contained in the finite region of the plane bounded by P$3 _ P3 is
maximal. We change notation so that the paths P$4 , P1 , P2 , P$3 become the
new P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , respectively, and a4 , a1 , a2 , a3 become the new a1 , a2 ,
a3 , a4 , respectively. Now by maximality of the old D4 and the old D2 , the
new D4 is maximal and subject to this, the new D2 is maximal. Also, since
the new D4 is a subgraph of G&D1 , it does not contain three disjoint
paths from y to the new [a1 , a4 , x]. Hence, the new D4 contains a cutset
T with |T |2 separating y from the new [a1 , a4 , x], and by (1) and
planarity, |T |=2 and T is contained in the new P1 or new P4 . This com-
pletes Subclaim (1a).
Now, by Subclaim (1a) and the symmetry, we may assume that
T=[u, v]/V(P4) is a cutset of D4 separating y from [a1 , a4 , x]&T with
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v # uP4 a4 and uP4 v minimal. Let B be the [u, v]-bridge of D4 containing
y, and let E be the face of G containing [u, v] and a vertex of B&[u, v].
Subclaim (1b). We may assume that y # E and E & P1{<.
First, note that by (1) and (3) and by the maximality of D4 , there is an
edge from a vertex s # uP4v&[u, v] to P3&x. By (1) and by the choice of
[u, v] there are three disjoint paths in B from y to [u, v, s].
Now suppose y  E. We replace P4 by P$4 which is a subpath of xP4u _
uEv _ vP4a4 from x to a4 if E{C or a subpath of xP4 u _ vEu _ vP4a4 if
E=C. Let D$3 be the subgraph of G contained in the finite region of the
plane bounded by P3 _ P$4 _ a3 Ca4 (inclusive). Then, y # D$3&(P3 _ P$4),
and D$3 contains three disjoint paths from y to [a3 , a4 , x]. Note that if P5
exists, we have u=x and (by (1)) D$3 has a path from x to y disjoint from
P3 _ P$4 . Thus we can make D$3 maximal, and change the notation so that
the (enlarged) D$3 becomes the new D4 satisfying Claim 1. Hence we may
assume y # E.
Now suppose E & P1=<. Then E{C. We replace P4 by a subpath P$4
of vEu _ xP4u _ vP4a4 from x to a4 . Define D$3 as in the previous
paragraph. Then, y # D$3&(P3 _ P$4) and D$3 contains three disjoint paths
from y to [a3 , a4 , x]. Hence, Claim 1 follows by making D$3 maximal and
by changing the notation so that the enlarged D$3 becomes the new D4 .
This proves Subclaim (1b).
By (3) and the maximality of D2 and D4 , D1=P1 _ P2 _ [V(P1&x),
V(P2&x)] and D3=P3 _ P4 _ [V(P3&x), V(P4&x)]. By (1) and the
maximality of D4 , there are vertices b, c # uP4v&[u, v] such that b, c are
adjacent to b1 , c1 # V(P3&x), respectively. We select b and c so that
b # uP4c and that bP4 c and b1P3 c1 are maximal. Note that b=c implies
that b=c= y, but b1{c1 by (1).
By the choice of [u, v] and by (1) and planarity, there are three disjoint
paths in B from y to [u, v, c]. These three paths together with uP4 x,
vP4a4 , and [cc1] _ c1P3a3 give three disjoint paths from y to [a3 , a4 , x].
It is now easy to see that G has an H-graph with root [x, y] and ends
[a1 , a2] and [a3 , a4]. We will complete the proof of Claim 1 by showing
the existence of an H-graph with root [x, y] and ends [a1 , a4] and
[a2 , a3].
Subclaim (1c). We may assume E{C.
Suppose E=C. If x # a4 Ca1 , then by Subclaim (1b), G is Obstruction (I).
So assume x  a4Ca1 , and let J be the component of G&(a4Ca1&y) con-
taining x. By (1) and by planarity, J contains a2Ca3 and y. If J has three
disjoint paths from x to [ y, a2 , a3], then such three paths and P2 , P3 form
an H-graph with root [x, y] and ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3], and so,
G contains crossing H-graphs. Hence we may assume that J has a cutset
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K with |K |2 separating x from [ y, a2 , a3]&K. Clearly, K/D2 , and so
y  K. By planarity and by (2), there are two vertices s, t # yCa1&y such
that in G, S=K _ [s, t] separates x from (A _ [ y])&S. By (1), |K |=2.
Now with Sx=S and Sy=[ y], G is Obstruction (I), a contradiction. This
proves Subclaim (1c).
By Subclaim (1b), let w # V(E & P1) with wP1 a1 minimal. We consider
two cases.
(1.1) D1 has no edge from a vertex in P2&[a2 , x] to a vertex in
wP1 a1&w (including the case w=a1). Then by maximality of D4 , a2 and
w are cofacial in G. We claim a4  E. Otherwise, in G, [w, a2 , a3 , a4]
separates [x, y] from A&[w, a2 , a3 , a4], and by (2), A=[w, a2 , a3 , a4].
Since A is independent and by (3), we conclude that E=C, contradicting
Subclaim (1c). So a4  E. We now try to find an H-graph with root [x, y]
and ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3].
In the [a2 , w]-bridge of D1 containing x we find a path Q1 from x to a2
disjoint from E with |V(Q1 & P2)| minimum. D2 has a path Q2 from x to
a3 disjoint from Q1 . We select Q2 so that |V(Q2 & P3)| is minimum. If the
union of [c, c1]-bridges of D3 not containing x has a path Q3 from c to a4
disjoint from Q2 _ E, then we find the desired H-graph consisting of the
following paths: Q1 , Q2 , three disjoint paths in B from y to [u, c, v]
together with xP4u, Q3 and vEw _ wP1 a1 . So we may assume that such a
path Q3 does not exist. Then there is a vertex p # vP4a4 & E cofacial in G
with a vertex q # Q2 & c1 P3a3 . Hence there are vertices r # Q1 & P2 and
s # E & P1 such that [ p, q, r, s] separates [x, y] from A&[ p, q, r, s]. By
(2), [ p, q, r, s]=A, and so by (3), E=C, contradicting Subclaim (1c).
(1.2) There is an edge from a vertex p # P2&[x, a2] to a vertex
q # wP1a1&w. Select the edge pq so that xP2 p and xP1 q are minimal. Let
w$ be the vertex in E & P4 with w$P4 a4 minimal. Again, we try to find an
H-graph with root [x, y] and ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3].
In the subgraph of D4 contained in the finite region of the plane bounded
by wEu _ wP1x _ uP4 x we find a path Q4 from x to w disjoint from P4&x
with |V(Q4 & P1)| minimum. We also find a path Q1 in D1&a2 from x to
a1 disjoint from Q4 with Q1 & D4/P1 and |V(Q1 & P2)| minimum. By the
choices of pq and Q1 , we may assume that Q1 uses [ pq] _ qP1a1 . In the
subgraph of D4 contained in the finite region of the plane bounded by
a4 Ca1 _ vP4a4 _ vEw _ wP1a1 , there is a path Q$4 from w to a4 disjoint
from Q1 with |V(Q$4 & P4)| minimum. In the union of [c, c1]-bridges of D3
not containing x, let Q3 be a path from c to a3 disjoint from Q$4 with
|V(Q3 & P3)| minimum. If D2 has a path Q2 from b1 to a2 disjoint from
Q1 _ Q3 , then we have the desired H-graph contained in the union of the
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following paths: Q1 , Q4 _ Q$4 , three disjoint paths in B&v from y to
[u, b, c] (because of (1) and the choices of b and c) together with uP4 x,
[bb1] _ Q2 , and Q3 .
Hence we may assume that such Q2 does not exist. There is a vertex
s # Q1 & P2 cofacial in G with a vertex t # Q3 & P3 . Hence, s # xP2 p. We
select s and t so that c1P3 t is minimal. Next we show that if G does not
contain the desired H-graph, then we will derive E=C (contradicting
Subclaim (1c)).
We first show that we may assume that t is cofacial in G with some ver-
tex of E. Suppose no vertex of E is cofacial in G with t. By the choice of
cc1 and since v # E (and so v and t are not cofacial), there is an edge dd $
with d $ # vP4a4&v and d # c1P3 t&t. We select dd $ with tP3 d and d $P4 a4
minimal. We claim that d $ # w$P4a4&w$. Otherwise, since w$ and t are not
cofacial and by the choice of dd $, there is an edge aa$ with a # tP3a3&t and
a$ # d $P4w$&w$. We may select this edge so that d $P4a$ and tP3a are
minimal. Then d $P4a$ & E=<. We may revise Q3 by taking a subpath Q$3
from c to a3 in the union of Q3 and the faces of G containing t and
contained in the finite region of the plane bounded by Q3 _ a3 Ca4 _ cP4 a4 ,
such that V(Q$3 & P3)/V(Q3 & P3)&[t], contradicting the minimality of
|V(Q3 & P3)|.
Hence, d $ # w$P4a4&w$. By the minimality of c1 P3 t, in the [s, t]-bridge
of D2 containing x there is a path Q$2 from x to t disjoint from Q1 and dis-
joint from those vertices of c1P3 d cofacial in G with a vertex of E. Thus,
the [c, c1 , d, d $]-bridge of D3 containing w$ has a path Q$3 from c to d $ dis-
joint from Q$2 and E. Note that xQ1 s does not use wP1a1 . Now the desired
H-graph is contained in the union of the following paths: xQ1 s _ sP2 a2 ,
Q$2 _ tP3 a3 , three disjoint paths in B from y to [u, c, v] together with
uP4x, Q$3 _ d $P4a4 , vEw _ wP1a1 .
Therefore, we may assume that t is cofacial in G with some vertex, say
t$ # E. Hence, s is not cofacial in G with any vertex of E. Otherwise,
s is cofacial in G with some vertex s$ # E. Then [s, s$, t, t$] separates
A&[s, s$, t, t$] from [x, y], and by (2), A=[s, s$, t, t$]. Thus by (3),
E=C, contradicting Subclaim (1c).
Hence, D2 contains an edge from q$ # P1 to p$ # sP2 p&s such that
xP1q$ & E=<. We select p$q$ such that xP1q$ is maximal. Then p$ # Q1
and if p$q$ # E(Q1) then q$ # xQ1 p$. Note that some vertex of pQ1 p$ is cofa-
cial in G with some vertex of tP3a3 ; otherwise D2 contains a path P$2 from
x to a2 internally disjoint from p$Q1 p _ P3 , and so we can replace P1 with
P$1=xP1 q$ _ [q$p$] _ p$Q1 p _ [ pq] _ qP1a1 , and hence, contradicting the
maximality of D4 (recall that Q1 & D4/P1).
Let R1 = wEy _ wP1 a1 , R2 = xP1q$ _ [q$p$] _ p$Q1 p _ pP2a2 , R4 =
yEw$ _ w$P4a4 , and let R be the union of [bb1] _ b1 P3x and a path in B
from y to b disjoint from E. We may assume D2 does not contain a path
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from x to a3 disjoint from p$R2 a2 _ xP3b1 ; otherwise such a path together
with R1 , R2 , R4 , and R forms the desired H-graph. Hence, some vertex of
p$R2a2 is cofacial in G with a vertex of xP3b1 . Since some vertex of p$Q1 p
is cofacial in G with some vertex of tP3a3 , by planarity, some vertex
r # p$Q1 p is cofacial in G with t. Since r # Q1 & P2 , r is cofacial in G with
some vertex r$ # E. Hence in G, [r, r$, t, t$] separates A&[r, r$, t, t$] from
[x, y]. By (2), [r, r$, t, t$]=A, and so E=C by (3), contradicting Sub-
claim (1c). This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Thus by Claim 1, y # D4&(P1 _ P4) and there are three disjoint paths in
D4 from y to [a1 , a4 , x]. These three paths together with P2 and P3 give
an H-graph with root [x, y] and ends [a2 , a3] and [a1 , a4]. We will com-
plete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by finding an H-graph with root [x, y] and
ends [a1 , a2] and [a3 , a4]. Claim 2 below will be used to derive some
information about the structure of G (described in Fig. 3).
Claim 2. We may assume that D4 _ D1 contains a 4-cut [u, v, w1 , z1]
with u, v # D4 and w1 , z1 # P4&x separating y from (A&[u, v, w1 , z1]) _ [x],
and D4 _ D3 contains a 4-cut [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1] with u$, v$ # D4 and
w$1 , z$1 # P1&x separating y from (A&[u$, v$, w$1 , z$1]) _ [x].
Let J=(D4 _ D1)&(P4&x). We may assume that J does not contain
three disjoint paths from y to [a1 , a2 , x]; otherwise, these three paths and
P3 , P4 give the desired H-graph. Note that by Claim 1 and planarity, y and
[a1 , a2 , x] are contained in a common component of J. Hence, J contains
a cutset T with |T |2 separating y from [a1 , a2 , x]&T. Indeed, we
may assume |T |=2. Otherwise, J has a cutvertex r separating y from
[a1 , a2 , x]&[r]. Then there are two vertices u, v # P4 such that [u, v, r] is
a 3-cut of D4 , where v # uP4a4 . Let B be the [u, v, r]-bridge of D4 con-
taining y. We select this 3-cut so that B is minimal. By (1), (3) and the
maximality of D4 , there is an edge st with s # uP4 v&[u, v] and t # P3&x.
Then B&r contains three disjoint paths from y to [u, v, s]; otherwise B
has a cutset S with |S |3 and r # S separating y from [u, v, s]&S{<,
and by (1) |S & P4|2, and so, S contradicts the choice of [u, v, r].
Now the three disjoint paths in B&r from y to [u, v, s], xP4u, vP4 a4 ,
tP3a3 _ [st], P1 and P2 , give the desired H-graph.
Hence we may assume that (D4 _ D1)&(P4&x) has two disjoint paths
from y to [a1 , a2 , x] and that J has a 2-cut [u, v] separating y from
[a1 , a2 , x]&[u, v]. By planarity, [u, v]/V(D4). By planarity and by (1),
there are vertices w1 , z1 # P4&x such that [u, v, w1 , z1] is a 4-cut of
D4 _ D1 separating y from (A&[u, v, w1 , z1]) _ [x].
By a symmetric argument, D4 _ D3 contains a 4-cut [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1] with
u$, v$ # D4 and w$1 , z$1 # P1&x separating y from (A&[u$, v$, w$1 , z$1]) _ [x].
This proves Claim 2.
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Figure 3
Now we are ready to describe the structure of G in Fig. 3. By Claim 2,
we select the 4-cuts in D4 _ D1 and D4 _ D3 such that the [u, v, w1 , z1]-
bridge of D4 containing y and the [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1]-bridge of D4 containing
y are minimal. We may choose the notation so that z1 # w1P4a4 ,
z$1 # w$1P1 a1 , and v and w1 , z1 and u, u$ and z$1 , and v$ and w$1 are cofacial
in G, respectively. Let E be a face of G containing [u, v] and let E $ be a
face of G containing u$ and v$. Clearly, if E is not contained in D4 then
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[u, v]/V(P1), and if E $ is not contained in D4 then [u$, v$]/V(P4). By
symmetry and by (1) and the maximality of D4 , we have seven cases as
described in Fig. 3. Note that the cases in Fig. 3 may overlap.
In the first case (see Case (1) of Fig. 3), neither E nor E $ is contained in
D4 . By the choices of [u, v, w1 , z1] and [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1], we have z$1=u,
w$1=v, z1=u$, and w1=v$. No vertex in uP1v&[u, v] is adjacent to a
vertex in P2 and no vertex in u$P4v$&[u$, v$] is adjacent to a vertex
in P3 . In particular, [u, v, u$, v$] is a 4-cut of G separating y from
(A&[u, v, u$, v$]) _ [x].
In (2.1), E is not contained in D4 but E $/D4 , and no vertex in uP1v&
[u, v] is adjacent to a vertex in P2 . In (2.2), E/D4 and E $ is not con-
tained in D4 , and no vertex in u$P4v$&[u$, v$] is adjacent to a vertex in
P3 . Note that, in this case, [u, v, u$, v$] needs not to be a 4-cut of G.
All the other cases of Fig. 3 have E/D4 and E $/D4 . By (1) and by
planarity and by the choices of [u, v, w1 , z1] and [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1],
[u, v, u$, v$] is a 4-cut of G separating y from (A&[u, v, u$, v$]) _ [x].
Case (3) of Fig. 3 has u{z$1 , u${z1, v{w$1 , and v${w1 . By planarity, u,
u$, z1 , z$1 are cofacial in G and v, v$, w1 , w$1 are cofacial in G. Case (4) of
Fig. 3 has u{z$1 , u${z1 , and (4.1) v=w$1 or (4.2) v$=w1 . In this case, by
planarity, u, u$, z1 , z$1 are cofacial in G. Case (5) of Fig. 3 has v{w$1 ,
v${w1 , and (5.1) u=z$1 or (5.2) u$=z1 . By planarity, v, v$, w1 , w$1 are cofa-
cial in G. The sixth case has (6.1) u$=z1 and v=w$1 or (6.2) u=z$1 and
w1=v$. The seventh case has (7.1) v=w$1 and u=z$1 or (7.2) v$=w1 and
u$=z1 .
Remark. All the cases in Fig. 3 except the first and the second can be
considered as variations of Case 3. Case (4.1) may be (viewed as being)
obtained from Case (3) by letting v=w$1 and dropping the condition that
v, v$, w1 , w$1 are cofacial in G. Case (4.2) may be obtained from Case (3)
by letting v$=w1 and dropping the condition that v, v$, w1 , w$1 are cofacial
in G. Case (5.1) may be obtained from Case (3) by letting u=z$1 and drop-
ping the condition that u, u$, z1 , z$1 are cofacial in G. Case (5.2) may be
obtained from Case (3) by letting u$=z1 and dropping the condition that
u, u$, z1 , z$1 are cofacial in G. Case (6.1) may be obtained from Case (3) by
letting v=w$1 and u$=z1 and dropping the conditions that v, v$, w1 , w$1 are
cofacial in G and u, u$, z1 , z$1 are cofacial in G. Case (6.2) may be obtained
from Case (3) by letting v$=w1 and u=z$1 and dropping the conditions
that v, v$, w1 , w$1 are cofacial in G and u, u$, z1 , z$1 are cofacial in G.
Case (7.1) may be obtained from Case (3) by letting v=w$1 and u=z$1 and
dropping the conditions that v, v$, w1 , w$1 are cofacial in G and u, u$, z1 , z$1
are cofacial in G. Case (7.2) may be obtained from Case (3) by letting
v$=w1 and u$=z1 and dropping the conditions that v, v$, w1 , w$1 are cofa-
cial in G and u, u$, z1 , z$1 are cofacial in G.
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Recall that with the exception of the second case of Fig. 3, [u, u$, v, v$]
is a 4-cut of G separating y from (A&[u, u$, v, v$]) _ [x]. Let a$1=a$2=
a$3=a$4=x if x=v in Case (2.1) or x=v$ in Case (2.2). Suppose x{v in
Case (2.1) and x{v$ in Case (2.2). Since x  [w1 , w$1] and we have chosen
D4 so that if P5 exists then P5/D4 , G does not have five disjoint paths
from x to A _ [ y]. Let A$=[a$1 , a$2 , a$3 , a$4] with ai$ # Pi such that A$
separates x from [ y] _ (A&A$) and such that the component of G&A$
containing x is maximal. By planarity and by the choices of [u, v, w1 , z1]
and [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1], [w1 , z1]/a$4P4a4 and [w$1 , z$1]/a$1 P1a1 .
For convenience, let w=w1 , z=z1 , w$=w$1 , z$=z$1 in all cases except
Case (2.1) and Case (2.2). In Case (2.1), let w=w1 , z=z1 , w$=v, and
z$=u, and in Case (2.2), let w=v$, z=u$, w$=w$1 , and z$=z$1 . We use F
to denote the [w, w$, z, z$]-bridge of D4 containing y. See Fig. 4 which is a
unifying picture of all cases of Fig. 3. We will use Fig. 4 as a working tool.
Claim 3. G contains an edge from w$P1 z$&[w$, z$] to a$2 P2a2&a$2 and
an edge from wP4z&[w, z] to a$3 P3 a3&a$3 .
First, there is an edge from a$1P1 a1 to a$2 P2a2 with at least on end not
in [a$1 , a$2]; otherwise, by checking all cases in Fig. 3, G would be Obstruc-
tion (I). Similarly, there is an edge from a$3P3 a3 to a$4 P4a4 with at least
one end not in [a$3 , a$4]. Therefore, let pq be an edge with p # a$1P1 a1 ,
q # a$2P2 a2 and [ p, q]{[a$1 , a$2] such that pP1a1 and qP2a2 are minimal.
Similarly let st be an edge with s # a$4 P4 a4 , t # a$3 P3 a3 and [s, t]{[a$3 , a$4]
such that sP4a4 and tP3a3 are minimal.
Subclaim (3a). s # wP4a4&w and p # w$P1a1&w$.
If P  w$P1a1&w$ and s  wP4 a4&w, then [w$, a2 , a3 , w]=A$ (by the
choice of A$) and [z$, a2 , a3 , z]=A (by (2)), and so by (3), G is
Obstruction (I), a contradiction. By symmetry let p # w$P1a1&w$. Suppose
s  wP4a4&w. By the choice of st and by the maximality of D4 and D2 ,
Figure 4
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tP3a3 _ sP4a4/C. Select an edge p"q" with p" # w$P1a1&w$ and
q" # a$2P2 a2 such that p"P1w$ and q"P2a$2 are minimal. If D2 has a
path Q from a vertex d # a$3P3 t&t to a vertex d $ # q"P2a2&q" with
V(Q) & V(P2 _ P3)=[d, d $], then by checking cases in Fig. 3, the desired
H-graph consists of the following paths: xP2q" _ [q"p"] _ p"P1 a1 ,
xP3 d _ Q _ d $P2a2 , three disjoint paths in F&p"P1z$ from y to [w$, w, z]
together with w$P1 x, [st] _ tP3a3 _ wP4s, zP4a4 . Note that the three dis-
joint paths in F&p"P1z$ from y to [w$, w, z] exist because of planarity and
the choices of the 4-cuts [u, v, w1 , z1] and [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1].
Hence we may assume that such a path Q does not exist. Then there are
vertices b # a$2P2 q", c # tP3a3 such that [b, c] is a 2-cut of D2 . Select b
and c with bP2q" and cP3 a3 minimal. Note that b and w$ are not cofacial
in G; otherwise [b, c, w, w$]=A$ (by the choice of A$) and G would be
Obstruction (I). Thus by the choice of p"q", there is an edge rr$ with
r$ # a$1P1 w$&w$ and r # bP2q"&b. Select rr$ so that rP2 q" is minimal. Since
every vertex of rP2q" is cofacial in G with w$, no vertex of rP2q" is cofacial
in G with a vertex of tP3a3 ; otherwise such two vertices together with
[w, w$] form a 4-cut of G, and such a 4-cut must be A$ by the choice of
A$, and so G would be Obstruction (I). By the choice of [b, c], no vertex
of rP2q" is cofacial in G with a vertex of P3&x, and so D2 has a path P$2
from x to a2 disjoint from (P3&x) _ rP2q". But then we can enlarge D4 by
replacing P2 with P$2 and replacing P1 with xP1 r$ _ [r$r] _ rP2q" _
[ p"q"] _ p"P1 a1 , a contradiction. Hence, Subclaim (3a) follows.
Subclaim (3b). There is an edge from w$P1z$&[w$, z$] to a$2 P2a2&a$2
or there is an edge from wP4z&[w, z] to a$3P3a3&a$3 .
Suppose this is not true. Then by Subclaim (3a), we can choose an edge
p"q" with p" # z$P1a1 and q" # a$2P3 a2 such that p"P1 z$ and q"P2a$2 are
minimal. Then each vertex of w$P1z$ is cofacial in G with q". Similarly, we
can choose an edge s"t" with s" # zP4a4 and t" # a$3P3 a3 such that s"P4z
and t"P3a$3 are minimal. Then each vertex of wP4z is cofacial in G with t".
Let q$ # V(a$2P2 q") with q$P2q" maximal such that every vertex of w$P1z$
is cofacial in G with every vertex of q$P2q", and let t$ # V(a$3P3 t") with
t$P3 t" maximal such that every vertex of wP4z is cofacial in G with every
vertex of t$P3 t". Possibly, t$=t" andor q$=q".
First note that no vertex of q$P2q" is cofacial in G with a vertex of
t$P3 t"; otherwise if r # V(t$P3 t") and r$ # V(q$P2q") are cofacial in G, then
[r$, z$, z, r]=A (by (2)), and (by (3)), s"t"=a3 a4 contradicting the fact
that A is independent in G. In particular, [q$, t$]{[a$2 , a$3], and by sym-
metry we may assume that t${a$3 . Hence, D3 has an edge s$t$ with
s$ # a$4P4 w, and we select s$t$ so that s$P4w minimal. If there is a path
Q in D2 from a vertex d # a$3 P3 t$&t$ to a vertex d $ # q"P2 a2&q" with
V(Q) & V(P2 _ P3)=[d, d $], then the desired H-graph consists of the
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following paths: xP2q" _ [q"p"] _ p"P1a1 , xP3 d _ Q _ d $P2a2 , three dis-
joint paths in F&p" from y to [w$, w, z], w$P1 x, wP4 s$ _ [s$t$] _ t$P3a3 ,
and zP4 a4 . Hence we may assume such a path Q does not exist. Then there
is a vertex b$ # a$2P2q" cofacial in G with a vertex c # t$P3a3 . Select [b$, c]
so that t$P3c and a$2P2b$ are minimal.
If q$=a$2 , then c # t"P3 a3&t" (since no vertex of q$P2q" is cofacial in G
with a vertex of t$P3 t"). By the choice of [b$, c] and by planarity, no vertex
of t$P3t" is cofacial in G with a vertex of P2&x. Hence D2 has a path P$3
from x to a3 disjoint from (P2&x) _ t$P3 t", and so we can enlarge D4 by
replacing P3 with P$3 and replacing P4 with xP4 s$ _ [s$t$] _ t$P3 t" _
[t"s"] _ s"P4a4 , a contradiction. Hence q${a$2 , and so G has an edge p$q$
with p$ # a$1P1 w$ such that p$P1w$ is minimal. Therefore, by a similar
argument as for the existence of [b$, c], we may assume that there is a
vertex c$ # q$P2 a2 cofacial in G with a vertex b # a$3P3 t".
Since no vertex of q$P2q" is cofacial in G with a vertex of t$P3t", it is not
difficult to see (by planarity) that no vertex of q$P2q" is cofacial in G with
a vertex of P3&x or no vertex of t$P3 t" is cofacial in G with a vertex of
P2&x. By symmetry we may assume the former case. Then D2 has a path
P$2 from x to a2 disjoint from (P3&x) _ q$P2q", and so we can enlarge D4
by replacing P2 with P$2 and replacing P1 with xP1 p$ _ [ p$q$] _ q$P2q" _
[q"p"] _ p"P1a1 , a contradiction. Hence Subclaim (3b) follows.
By Subclaim (3b) and by symmetry we may assume that there is an edge
from w$P1z$&[w$, z$] to a$2 P2a2&a$2 . Moreover, let p"q" and p$q$ be the
edges with p$, p" # w$P1z$&[w$, z$] and q$, q" # a$2P2 a2&a$2 such that
p"P1 p$ and q"P2 q" are maximal and p$ # p"P1a$1 . Note that Cases (1) and
(2.1) in Fig. 3 do not occur.
Suppose G contains no edge from wP4 z&[w, z] to a$3 P3a3&a$3 . We
define s"t" and t$P3 t" as in the proof of Subclaim (3b), and note that every
vertex in wP4z is cofacial in G with every vertex of t$P3 t". If D2 has a path
Q from a vertex d # a$2P2 q"&q" to a vertex d $ # t"P3 a3&t" with V(Q) &
V(P2 _ P3)=[d, d $], then desired H-graph consists of the following paths:
xP2 d _ Q _ d $P3a3 , xP3 t" _ [s"t"] _ s"P4a4 , three disjoint paths in F&z
from y to [z$, p", w] together with z$P1a1 , [ p"q"] _ q"P2 a2 , wP4x. Note
that since Cases (1) and (2.1) in Fig. 3 do not occur, the three disjoint
paths in F&z exists because of planarity and the choices of 4-cuts
[u, v, w1 , z1] and [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1]. Hence we may assume that such a path
Q does not exist. Then there is a vertex b$ # q"P2a2 cofacial in G with a ver-
tex c # a$3P3 t". Select [b$, c] so that b$P3q" is minimal.
Suppose b$ is cofacial in G with a vertex b" # t$P3t". Then b$ and z$ are
not cofacial in G; otherwise, [b$, z$, z, b"]=A (by (2)), and so by (3),
s"t"=a3a4 , contradicting the fact that A is independent in G. Hence, there
is an edge rr$ with r$ # z$P1a1&z$ and r # q"P2b$&b$. By the choice of b$
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and by planarity, no vertex of rP2q" is cofacial in G with a vertex of P3&x.
Therefore, D2 has a path P$2 from x to a2 disjoint from (P3&x) _ rP2q".
We can enlarge D4 by replacing P2 with P$2 and replacing P1 with xP1 p" _
[ p"q"] _ q"P2 r _ [rr$] _ r$P1a1 , a contradiction.
Therefore, we may assume b$ is not cofacial in G with a vertex of t$P3 t".
Hence c # a$3P3 t$&t$, and so, a$3{t$. Then there is an edge s$t$ with
s$ # a$4P4 w such that s$P4w minimal. By an argument similar to that of
Subclaim (3b) we may assume that there is a vertex b # t$P3a3 cofacial in
G with a vertex c$ # a$2P2 q$. Select [b, c$] so that c$P2q$ is minimal. By
planarity, b # t"P3a3&t" and no vertex of t$P3t" is cofacial in G with a ver-
tex of P2&x (otherwise, b$ would be cofacial in G with some vertex of
t$P3 t"). Thus D2 has a path P$3 from x to a3 disjoint from (P2&x) _ t$P3 t".
Hence, we can enlarge D4 by replacing P3 with P$3 and replacing P4 with
xP4s$ _ [s$t$] _ t$P3 t" _ [s"t"] _ s"P4a4 , a contradiction. This completes
the proof of Claim 3.
By Claim 3, we select edges s"t" and s$t$ with s$, s" # wP4z&[w, z] and
t$, t" # a$3 P3a3&a$3 such that s$P4s" and t$P3 t" are maximal and s" # s$P4a4 .
Similarly, we select edges p"q" and p$q$ with p$, p" # w$P1z$&[w$, z$] and
q$, q" # a$2P2a2&a$2 such that p$P1 p" and q$P2 q" are maximal and
p" # p$P1 a1 . Note that Cases (1) and (2.1) and (2.2) do not occur.
There is a vertex b$ # a$2 P2q$ cofacial in G with a vertex c # t"P3 a3 . Other-
wise, by planarity, there is a path Q in D2 from a vertex d # a$3 P3 t"&t" to
a vertex d $ # q$P2a2&q$ with V(Q) & V(P2 _ P3)=[d, d $]. Then the desired
H-graph consists of the following paths: xP2q$ _ [ p$q$] _ p$P1 a1 , xP3 d _
Q _ d $P2a2 , three disjoint paths in F&p$P1z$ from y to [w$, s", z] together
with zP4a4 , [s"t"] _ t"P3a3 , and w$P4x. Note that the three paths in
F&p$P1z$ exist because of planarity and the choices of 4-cuts [u, v, w1 , z1]
and [u$, v$, w$1 , z$1].
By symmetry, there is a vertex b # a$3P3 t$ cofacial in G with a vertex
c$ # q"P2a2 . We select [b$, c] and [b, c$] so that b$P2c$ and bP3c are
minimal. By planarity, if c${b$ and c{b, then c, c$, b, b$ are cofacial in G.
Also, if c=b or c$=b$, then c and c$ are cofacial in G and b and b$ are
cofacial in G.
We claim that c$ and z$ are cofacial in G. Otherwise, c${q" and there is
an edge rr$ with r$ # z$P1a1&z$ and r # q"P2c$&c$. Since b$P2 c$ was chosen
to be minimal, by planarity, no vertex of rP2q" is cofacial in G with a
vertex of P3&x. Thus D2 has a path P$2 from x to a2 disjoint from
(P3&x) _ rP2q". Hence, we can enlarge D4 by replacing P2 with P$2 and
replacing P1 with xP1 p" _ [p"q"] _ q"P2r _ [rr$] _ r$P1a1, a contradiction.
By similar arguments c$ and z$, b$ and w$, c and z, and b and w are cofacial
in G, respectively. Therefore [c$, c, z, z$]=A (by (2)) and [b, b$, w$, w]=A$
(by the choice of A$), and G would be the following obstructions (by
checking Fig. 3 and noting that Cases 1 and 2 of Fig. 3 do not occur here):
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if b{c and b${c$, then by (3), b, c, b$, c$ # C, and by symmetry, Case 3
gives (II), Case 4 gives (VI), Case 5 gives (III), Case 6 gives (IX), and
Case 7 gives (VIII); and if b=c or b$=c$, then by symmetry, Case 3 gives
(III), Case 4 gives (IX) or (VIII), Case 5 gives (IV) or (V), Case 6 gives
(X) or (XI), Case 7 gives (VII) or (X). K
In the rest of this section, we prove several results about existence of
disjoint paths in certain graphs. These reuslts are used in the proof of
Theorem 4.2 in the case when G contains a 4-cut separating vertices of W.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a graph in Fig. 2 satisfying conditions of
Theorem 3.1. Then for each ai , G has a cycle Di containing [x, y, ai] and
two disjoint paths from [x, y] to two vertices in A&[ai] disjoint from
Di&[x, y], unless G is Obstruction (I) with i=1 or i=2 (see Fig. 2) and Sx
and Sy can be selected so that ai  Sx _ Sy .
Proof. Assume G is one of the graphs in Fig. 2. We recall that G has an
H-graph with root [x, y] and ends [a1 , a4] and [a2 , a3]. In such an
H-graph, we use Qi to denote the paths with one end ai and we use Q to
denote the path between x and y.
Suppose that G is Obstruction (I) and Sx and Sy are chosen so that the
components of G&Sx and G&Sy containing x and y, respectively, are
minimal. Let Sx=[t, s, s$, t$] if Sx{[x] and Sy=[ p, q, q$, p$] if Sy{[ y]
be the same as in Fig. 2. By planarity we choose Q1 , Q2 , and Q to use as
much of C as possible (where C is the outerwalk of G ). By condition (1)
of Theorem 3.1, (Q1 _ Q2 _ Q) & a3Ca4=<.
We first treat that the case when i=3 or i=4. We may choose Q4
so that Q4 & a3 Ca4=[a4]; otherwise, by planarity there are vertices
u # a3Ca4&a4 and v # a1Ct such that [u, v, a2 , a3] contradicts condition
(2) of Theorem 3.1. Similarly, we can select Q3 with Q3 & a3Ca4=[a3].
Thus Q _ Q3 _ Q4 _ a3Ca4 gives the desired cycle Di and Q1 and Q2 give
the desired paths.
We now treat the case when i=1 or i=2. By symmetry, we only con-
sider the case when i=1. Suppose that a1 # Sx , and so Sx{[x]. By
planarity and by the minimality of the component of G&Sx containing x,
the Sx-bridge of G containing x has three disjoint paths Pt , Pt$ , Ps$ from
x to [t, t$, s$] disjoint from tCs&t. We choose Q3 and Q4 such that
Q3 & a2 Ca3 and Q4 & a4Ca1 are maximal. By condition (1) of Theorem 3.1,
s$  Q4 and p$  Q3 . Indeed, by condition (1) of Theorem 3.1, G has a path
R from s$ to p$ disjoint from Q3 , Q4 and a1Ca2 . Now Pt , Pt$ , a1Cp,
q$Q3 a3 , t$Q4 a4, R and three disjoint paths in the Sy-bridge of G containing
y from y to [ p, p$, q$] give the desired cycle and paths.
For other obstructions, we use conditions of Theorem 3.1 and the
H-graphs in the obstructions as we did above for the i=3 or i=4 case.
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That is, we just find a cycle containing [x, y, a3 , a4] (or [x, y, a1 , a2]) and
two disjoint paths from x, y to a1 , a2 (or a3 , a4), respectively. K
In Fig. 5, each graph is a connected plane graph with outerwalk C and
five distinct vertices u, v, x, t, w such that u, v, x, t appear on C in this
clockwise order. In the first case [u$, v$, x$, t$] is a 4-cut separating w from
[u, v, x, t]&[u$, v$, x$, t$]{< and x$, t$ # xCt&x. In the second case,
w # xCt.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a connected plane graph with outerwalk C and let
u, v, x, t be four distinct vertices on C in this clockwise order. Let
w # V(G )&[u, v, x, t]. Suppose that G has four disjoint paths Pu , Pv , Px , Pt
from w to u, v, x, t, respectively.
Then with the obstructions shown in Fig. 5, G has four internally disjoint
paths: one from w to u, one from w to v, one from w to x, and one from x
to t.
Proof. Suppose that G does not have these four internally disjoint paths
and that w  xCt. We are going to find the 4-cut in the first case of Fig. 5.
We use D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 to denote the subgraph of G contained in the finite
region of the plane bounded by Pt _ tCu _ Pu , Pu _ uCv _ Pv , Pv _ vCx _
Px , Px _ xCt _ Pt (inclusive), respectively.
If D3&v has no path Qx from w to x disjoint from xCt&x, then there
is a vertex x$ # (xCt & Px)&[x, w] such that [u, v, x$, t] is the desired
4-cut. So we may assume that we can choose such a path Qx with
|V(Qx & Pv)| minimum. Clearly Qx & Pv{[w], otherwise xCt, Qx , Pu , Pv
give the desired paths. Also each vertex in Qx & Pv is cofacial in G with a
vertex of xCt & (Px&[w, x]). If D2&u has no path Qv from w to v disjoint
from Qx , then there are vertices x$ # (xCt & Px)&x and v$ # (Pv & Qx)&w
such that [u, v$, x$, t] is the desired 4-cut. So we select such a path with
|V(Qv & Pu)| minimum. Again Qv & Pu{[w], otherwise Pu , Qv , Qx , xCt
give the desired paths. Thus every vertex of Qv & Pu is cofacial in G with
a vertex of (Qx & Pv)&w. Now D1 does not have a path Qu from w to u
disjoint from xCt and Qv , otherwise Qu , Qv , Qx , xCt give the desired
Figure 5
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paths. Hence some vertex t$ # xCt is cofacial in G with some vertex
u$ # (Pu & Qv)&w, and so there are vertices v$ # (Pv & Qx)&w and
x$ # (xCt & Px)&[x, w] such that [u$, v$, x$, t$] is the desired 4-cut. K
Each graph in Fig. 6 is a connected plane graph with outerwalk C and five
distinct vertices u, v, w, x, y such that u, v, x, y appear on C in this clockwise
order. In the first case, there is a vertex y${y and y$ # xCy & yCu. In the
second case, there is a vertex x${x and x$ # xCy & vCx. In the third case,
w # xCy. In the final case, there are vertices u$ # Pu&w, v$ # Pv&w,
x$ # Px&w, y$ # Py&w such that [u$, v$, x$, y$] is a 4-cut with
x$, y$ # xCy&[x, y].
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a connected plane graph with outerwalk C and
let u, v, x, y be four distinct vertices on C in this clockwise order. Let
w # V(G )&[u, v, x, y]. Suppose that G has four disjoint paths Pu , Pv , Px , Py
from w to u, v, x, y, respectively.
Then with the obstructions shown in Fig. 6, G has four internally disjoint
paths: one from w to x, one from w to y, one from x to y, and the other either
from w to v or from w to u.
Proof. We define Di , i=1, 2, 3, 4, as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (with
t being replaced by y). Suppose that G does not have the four paths and
that G is none of the first three obstructions.
First, we choose, without loss of generality, the path from x to y as xCy.
In D3 we can find a path Qx from w to x disjoint from xCy&x, otherwise
we have the second obstruction. We select such a path |V(Qx & Pv)| is
minimum. Then every vertex in (Qx & Pv)&w (if any) is cofacial in G with
a vertex of xCy&x. By symmetry we find a path Qy in D1 from w to y dis-
joint from xCy&y such that |V(Qy & Pu)| is minimum. Now if there is a
path in D2 from w to u or v disjoint from (Qx _ Qy)&w, then we have the
desired paths. So we may assume such a path does not exist. Then some
vertex u$ # (Pu & Qy)&w is cofacial in G with a vertex v$ # (Pv & Qx)&w.
Therefore we have x$, y$ # xCy&[x, y] such that [u$, v$, x$, y$] is the
desired 4-cut for the fourth obstruction. K
Figure 6
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4. K4-SUBDIVISIONS
Let G be a 3-connected plane graph and W=[w1 , w2 , w3 , w4]/V(G )
such that no 3-cut of G separates two vertices of W. The obstructions
to ‘‘G has a K4 -subdivision with branch vertices in W ’’ are described in
Fig. 7.
In the first case, there is a facial cycle C of G (we always assume that C
is the outercycle) such that either wi # C and Swi=[wi] or G has a 4-cut Swi
separating wi from W&[wi] (and so wj  Swi if j{i) and |Swi & V(C )|=2.
Moreover, the components of G&Swi containing wi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, are
disjoint.
In the second case, G has distinct (not necessarily disjoint) 4-cuts Ti ,
i=1, ..., m, such that: each Ti separates two vertices of W, say [w1 , w2],
from the other two vertices of W, and each Ti separates [w1 , w2] from
Ti+1&Ti{<; T1=[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4], Tm=[b1 , b2 , b3 , b4], and G contains
four disjoint paths from ai to bi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, respectively; G has no
4-cut T separating Ti&T{< from Ti+1&T{<, or separating [w1 , w2]
from T1&T{<, or separating [w3 , w4] from Tm&T{<; and either
Ti & Ti+1{< or two vertices of Ti and two vertices of Ti+1 are cofacial
in G. Let J1 be the T1 -bridge of G containing [w1 , w2] and Jm be the
Tm-bridge of G containing [w3 , w4]. There is a permutation (i1 , i2 , i3 , i4)
of (1, 2, 3, 4), such that J1 is a graph in Fig. 2 with w1 , w2 , ai1 , ai2 , ai3 , ai4
as x, y, a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , respectively, and Jm is a graph in Fig. 2 with w1 , w4 ,
bi1 , bi2 , bi3 , bi4 as x, y, a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , respectively.
Remark. The graphs in Fig. 7 do not contain K4 -subdivisions with all
branch vertices in W. This is easy to see when a graph is of the first type
in Fig. 7. So assume G is a graph of the second type in Fig. 7. Note that
if G contains a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W, then it consists
of an H-graph in J1 with root [w1 , w2] and ends in T1 , an H-graph in Jm
with root [w3 , w4] and ends in Tm , and four disjoint paths from T1 to Tm .
Fig. 7. Obstructions to K4-subdivisions.
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It is easy to check that J1 satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1 with
[w1 , w2] replacing [x, y] and T1 replacing A, and Jm satisfying the condi-
tions of Theorem 3.1 with [w3 , w4] replacing [x, y] and Tm replacing A.
Hence, by the remark before Theorem 3.1, all H-graphs in J1 with root
[w1 , w2] and ends in T1 have the same ends [ai1 , ai2] and [ai3 , ai4], and
all H-graphs in Jm with root [w3 , w4] and ends in Tm have the same ends
[bi1 , bi2] and [bi3 , bi4].
We now show that any four disjoint paths in G from T1 to Tm must be
from ai to bi , respectively (and so, G does not contain a K4-subdivision
with branch vertices in W ). Let Hi , i=1, ..., m&1, be the subgraph of G
induced by the vertices in the union of (Ti _ Ti+1)-bridges of G not con-
taining vertices of W. Let Gi be obtained from Hi by adding edges between
vertices in Ti and adding edges between vertices in Ti+1 , such that Gi is a
plane graph with Ti and Ti+1 inducing facial cycles in Gi . Now, Gi satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 2.1 (by the choices of Ti). Since either
Ti & Ti+1{< or two vertices of Ti and two vertices of Ti+1 are cofacial
in G, by Theorem 2.1, any set of four paths from Ti to Ti+1 must link fixed
vertices, and so, any four disjoint paths in G from T1 to Tm are from ai to
bi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a 3-connected plane graph with W=[w1, w2, w3, w4]
/V(G ) such that no 3-cut of G separates two vertices of W, and let e=uv
be an edge of G such that [u, v] & W=<. Suppose Ge is 3-connected, no
3-cut of Ge separates two vertices of W, and Ge is one of the graphs in Fig. 7.
Then G has a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W or G is one of the
graphs in Fig. 7.
Proof. We first point out here that since Ge is a graph in Fig. 7, Ge
does not contain a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W. Suppose that
G is not one of the graphs in Fig. 7. We will show that G has a K4-sub-
division with branch vertices in W.
Claim 1. We may assume that G does not contain a 4-cut separating
two vertices of W from the other two.
Suppose G contains a 4-cut separating two vertices of W from the other
two. Then, we can find a sequence of 4-cuts described in Fig. 7 and find the
desired K4-subdivision (otherwise G would be of the second type in Fig. 7).
Claim 2. We may assume that Ge is not of the first type in Fig. 7.
Suppose Ge is of the first type in Fig. 7 with Sw1 & C, Sw2 & C, Sw3 & C,
Sw4 & C appearing on C in this clockwise order. Let e$ denote the vertex of
Ge resulted from the contraction of e. Since G is not a graph in Fig. 7 and
[u, v] & W=<, without loss of generality we may assume that Sw1{[w1]
and e$ # S1 . Thus in G, w1 is separated from W&[w1] by a 5-cut which we
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also denote by Sw1 . Let E be the cycle of G containing W&[w1] but not
w1 , such that the subgraph of G contained in the finite region of the plane
bounded by E contains w1 and is maximal.
Let J=G&(E&[w2 , w3 , w4]). If J has three disjoint paths from w1
to [w2 , w3 , w4], then G has the desired K4 -subdivision. Therefore,
we may assume that J has a cutset T with |T |2 separating w1 from
[w2 , w3 , w4]&T. By planarity, there are vertices u1 , v1 # w4 Ew2&[w2 , w4]
such that T _ [u1 , v1]=S$w1 separates w1 from W&([w1] _ S$w1) (and
hence |T |=2). Since G is not a graph of the first type in Fig. 7,
T & [w2 , w3 , w4]{<. Suppose wi # T for some i=2, 3, 4. Then wi  C;
otherwise, by planarity, either T _ [u1] or T _ [v1] is a 3-cut of G separat-
ing vertices of W, a contradiction. Hence, by planarity, T&[wi], two ver-
tices of Swi , and one of [u1 , v1] form a 4-cut of G separating two vertices
of W from the other two vertices, contradicting Claim 1. This proves
Claim 2.
By Claim 2, we may assume that Ge has a sequence of 4-cuts Ti as in the
description of the second type graphs in Fig. 7. We draw Ge so that
T1 , ..., Tm are from left to right as in Fig. 7. Since G has no 4-cut separating
two vertices of W from the other two, e$ # Ti for each i. Let T1=
[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4] and Tm=[b1 , b2 , b3 , b4], where a1=b1=e$. Let J1 be the
T1-bridge of Ge containing [w1 , w2] and let Jm be the Tm-bridge of Ge
containing [w3 , w4]. Note that J1 and Jm are connected. We use C1 and
Cm to denote the outerwalks of J1 and Jm , respectively. We may assume
that e$, a2 , a3 , a4 appear on C1 in this clockwise order, and e$, b4 , b3 , b2
appear on Cm in this clockwise order. Recall that J1 and Jm are graphs in
Fig. 2 (with [w1 , w2] and [w3 , w4] as [x, y]). Let Swi be such as described
in Fig. 2.
Let T $1=[u, v, a2 , a3 , a4] and T $m=[u, v, b2 , b3 , b4]. Let J $1 be the
T $1 -bridge of G containing [w1 , w2], and J $m the T $m-bridge of G containing
[w3 , w4]. We use C$1 and C$m to denote the outerwalks of J $1 and J $m ,
respectively. We may assume that u, v, a2 , a3 , a4 appear on C$1 in this
clockwise order and u, b4 , b3 , b2 , v appear on C$m in this clockwise order.
Next, we will find H-graphs in J $1 with root [w1 , w2] and ends in T $1 and
H-graphs in J $m with root [w3 , w4] and ends in T $m , such that these two
H-graphs together with some paths from T $1 to T $m give the desired
K4-subdivision in G. Claims 36 below deal with the cases when J1 or Jm
is Obstruction (I) in Fig. 2.
Claim 3. If |Swi & a4 C1e$|2 for i=1, 2, then J $1&a4 contains an
H-graph with root [w1, w2] and ends [u, v] and [a2, a3]. If |Swi & e$C1a2 |2
for i=1, 2, then J $1&a2 contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends
[u, v] and [a3 , a4]. If |Swi & e$Cmb4 |2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&b4 con-
tains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [u, v] and [b2 , b3]. If
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|Swi & b2Cme$|2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&b2 contains an H-graph with root
[w3 , w4] and ends [u, v] and [b3 , b4].
Since the four statements in Claim 3 are symmetric, we only prove the
first statment. We may assume that Sw1 & a4C1e$, Sw2 & a4C1e$ and e$
appear on C1 in this clockwise order. Let Sw1=[t, s, s$, t$] if Sw1{[w1];
otherwise, let t=s=t$=s$=w1 . Similarly, let Sw2=[ p, q, q$, p$] if
Sw2{[w2]; otherwise, let p=q=p$=q$=w2 . We may assume a4 , t, s, p,
q, e$ are on a4C1e$ in this clockwise order. Suppose t, s, s$, t$ are around
w1 in this clockwise order and p, q, q$, p$ are around w2 in this clockwise
order. Recall that J1 has an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [e$, a2]
and [a3 , a4]. Hence, J $1&a4 has the following internally disjoint paths: P
from w1 to w2 , Pu from w2 to u, P3 from w1 to a3 . We may choose P and
Pu so that sC$1 p/P and qC$1u/P1 (and so v  P1). Moreover, we choose
P, Pu , P3 so that the subgraph of J $1&a4 contained in the finite region of
the plane bounded by Pu _ P _ P3 _ uC$1a3 is maximal. Then s$  P3 if
s${w1; otherwise [s, s$, a4] would be a 3-cut of G separating w1 from
W&[w1]. Also every vertex of t$P3 a3 (or tP3a3 if t # P3) is cofacial in G
with a4 .
If there are two disjoint paths Pv and P2 in J=J $1&((P _ Pu _ P3)&
[w1 , w2]) from w2 and w1 to v and a2 , respectively, then P, Pu , P2 , P3 , Pv
give the desired H-graph in J $1&a4 . So we may assume that there is a cut-
set T in J with |T |1 separating [w1 , w2]&T from [a2 , v]&T. Note that
|T |=1 and w1  T (since the H-graph of J1 containing P, Pu , P3 also con-
tains a path from w2 to a2 and because of the choices of P, Pu , P3). Also
note that [w1 , w2] & T{<; otherwise, by planarity, there are vertices
u1 # P3&w1 and v1 # P1&w2 such that T _ [u1 , v1 , a4] is a 4-cut of
G separating [w1 , w2] from [w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 1. Hence,
w2 # T. If w2 # C1 , then by planarity, there is a vertex u1 # P3&w1
such that [w2 , u1 , a4] is a 3-cut of G separating w1 from [w3 , w4], a
contradiction. So w2  C1 . If e${q, then by planarity, there is a vertex
u1 # P3&w1 such that [q, q$, u1 , a4] is a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2]
from [w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 1. So e$=q. Then, by planarity,
there is a vertex u1 # P3&w1 such that [e$, q$, u1 , a1] is a 4-cut of J1
separating T1&[e$, q$, u1 , a4] from [w1 , w2], contradicting the definition
of T1 .
Claim 4. If |Swi & e$Cmb4 |2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&u contains an
H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [v, b2] and [b3 , b4]. If
|Swi & b2Cme$|2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&v contains an H-graph with root
[w3 , w4] and ends [u, b4] and [b2 , b3]. If |Swi & a4C1e$|2 for i=1, 2,
then J $1&u contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [v, a2] and
[a3 , a4]. If |Swi & e$C1 a2 |2 for i=1, 2, then J $1&v contains an H-graph
with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, a4] and [a2 , a3].
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By symmetry, we only prove the first statement. Assume e$, Sw3 & e$Cm b4
and Sw4 & e$Cmb4 appear on Cm in this clockwise order. An H-graph in Jm
with root [w3 , w4] and ends [e$, b2] and [b3 , b4] gives the following inter-
nally disjoint paths in J $m&[u, v] : Q from w3 to w4 , Q2 from w3 to b2 , Q3
from w4 to b3 , and Q4 from w4 to b4 . We select Q and Q4 so that they use
as much of uC $mb4 as possible. Moreover we select these paths so that the
subgraph of J $m contained in the finite region of the plane bounded by
Q _ Q2 _ Q4 _ b4C $mb2 is minimal. If there is a path Qv in J $m&u from w3
to v disjoint from Q2 _ Q, then Qv , Q, Q2 , Q3 , Q4 give the desired H-graph
in J $m&u. So we may assume such a path Qv does not exist. By planarity,
there is a vertex u1 # Q2&w3 which is cofacial in G with u. By planarity and
by the choice of Q2 , Q, Q3 , Q4 , either there is a vertex r # Q&w3 such that
[u, u1 , r] is a 3-cut of G separating w3 from [w1 , w2] (including the
case r=w4 # Cm), a contradiction, or there are vertices r # Q3&w4 and
r$ # Q4&w4 such that [u, u1 , r, r$] is a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2] from
[w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 1.
Claim 5. If |Swi & a2C1a3 |2 for i=1, 2, then J $1&a3 contains an
H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, a4] and [v, a2]. If |Swi & a3C1a4 |
2 for i=1, 2, then J $1&a3 contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and
ends [u, a4] and [v, a2]. If |Swi & b3 Cmb2 |2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&b3
contains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [u, b4] and [v, b2]. If
|Swi & b4Cmb3 |2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&b3 contains an H-graph with root
[w3 , w4] and ends [u, b4] and [v, b2].
By symmetry, we only prove the first statement. Suppose a2 , Sw1 & a2C1a3 ,
Sw2 & a2C1a3 are on C1 in this clockwise order. Note that J1 contains an
H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [e$, a2] and [a3 , a4]. Such an H-graph
in J1 gives the following internally disjoint paths in J $1&a3: P from w1 to w2 ,
P2 from w1 to a2 , and P4 from w2 to a4 . We select P, P2 and P4 in J $1&a3 so
that they use as much of a2C1a4 as possible.
If J=J1&((P _ P2 _ P4)&[w1 , w2]) contains two disjoint paths from
w1 , w2 to v, u, respectively, then the desired H-graph in J $1&a3 exists.
Hence, we may assume that J contains a cutset T with |T |1 separating
[w1 , w2]&T from [u, v]&T. Note that |T |=1 and w2  T, since the
H-graph in J1 containing the paths P, P2 , P4 also contains a path from w1
to e$. If w1  T, then by planarity, there are vertices u1 # P2&w1 and
v1 # P4&w2 such that [u1 , v1 , a3] _ T is a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2]
from [w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 1. So w1 # T. Then w1  C1 ; otherwise,
by planarity, there is a vertex v1 # P4&w2 such that [w1 , v1 , a3] is a 3-cut
of G separating w2 from [w3 , w4], a contradiction. Therefore, by planarity,
there is a vertex v1 # P4&w2 such that [v1 , a3] and two vertices of Sw1
form a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2] from [w3 , w4], contradicting
Claim 1.
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Claim 6. If |Swi & b3Cmb2 |2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&b2 contains an
H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [u, v] and [b3 , b4]. If |Swi & b4Cmb3 |
2 for i=3, 4, then J $m&b4 contains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and
ends [u, v] and [b2 , b3]. If |Swi & a2C1a3 |2 for i=1, 2, then J $1&a2 con-
tains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a3 , a4]. If
|Swi & a3C1a4 |2 for i=1, 2, then J $1&a4 contains an H-graph with root
[w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a2 , a3].
By symmetry, we only prove the first statement. Suppose b3 ,
Sw3 & b3 Cmb2 , Sw4 & b3Cmb2 appear on Cm in this clockwise order. An
H-graph in Jm with root [w3 , w4] and ends [e$, b2] and [b3 , b4] gives the
following internally disjoint paths in J $m&b2 : Q from w3 to w4 , Q3 from w3
to b3 , and Q4 from w3 to b4 . Select Q, Q3 , Q4 so that Q and Q3 use as
much of b3Cmb2 as possible, and every vertex of Q4 is cofacial in G with
a vertex of Q3&w3 .
If J = (J $m & b2) & ((Q _ Q3 _ Q4) &[w3 , w4]) contains two disjoint
paths from w4 to [u, v], then the desired H-graph in J $m&b2 exists. So
we may assume J contains a cutset T with |T |1 separating w4 from
[u, v]&T. Note that |T |=1 since the H-graph in Jm containing Q, Q3 ,
Q4 also contains a path from w4 to e$. By planarity, the vertex in T is
cofacial in G with a vertex v1 # Q _ Q4 . If v1 # Q&w3 or v1=w3 # Cm , then
[b2 , v1] _ T is a 3-cut of G separating w4 from [w1 , w2], a contradiction.
If v1=w3  Cm , then two vertices of Sw3 , b2 and T form a 4-cut of G
separating [w1 , w2] from [w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 1. So v1 # Q4&w3 .
By the choices of Q, Q3 , and Q4 , there is a vertex u1 # Q3&w3 such that
[b2 , v1 , u1] _ T is a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2] from [w3 , w4], con-
tradicting Claim 1.
Claim 7. We may assume that J1 or J2 is not Obstruction (I).
Suppose that both J1 and J2 are Obstruction (I) in Fig. 2. We consider
several cases according to the locations of Sw1 _ Sw2 and Sw3 _ Sw4 . Recall
that e$ denotes the vertex which is the contraction of e.
(7.1) Suppose |Swi & a4C1e$|2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & e$Cm b4 |2
for i=3, 4. Since Ge is not a graph of the first type in Fig. 7, the face of Ge
containing a4 C1e$ contains a path R from e$ to some vertex w # Ti (for
some i ) and internally disjoint from mi=1 Ti . By planarity, we may assume
that the path R in G is from u to w. By Claim 3, J $1&a4 contains an
H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a2 , a3]. By Claim 4,
J $m&u contains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [v, b2] and
[b3 , b4]. These two H-graphs in J $1&a4 and J $m&u together with R and
three disjoint paths in G&((R&w) _ [v]) from a2 , a3 , w to b2 , b3 , b4 ,
respectively, give the desired K4-subdivision in G.
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(7.2) Suppose |Swi & a2C1a3 |2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & b3 Cm b2 |2
for i=3, 4. Since Ge is not of the first type in Fig. 7, the face of G contain-
ing a2C1 a3 does not contain b3 Cmb2 . Hence G contains a path R from a2
to b3 such that R & J $1/[a2 , a3], R & J $m/[b2 , b3], and such that R is
disjoint from a path Q in G&[u, v, a2 , a3 , b2 , b3] from a4 to b4 . By
Claim 5, J $1&a3 contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, a4]
and [v, a2]. By Claim 6, J $m&b2 has an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and
ends [u, v] and [b3 , b4]. Thus G has the desired K4-subdivision by com-
bining these two H-graphs with R and Q.
(7.3) Suppose |Swi & a4C1e$|2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & b3Cmb2 |2
for i=3, 4. By Claim 5, J $m&b3 contains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4]
and ends [u, b4] and [v, b2]. Hence, by planarity, J $m contains an H-graph
with root [w3 , w4] and ends [u, b3] and [v, b2]. By Claim 3, J $1&a4 has
an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a2 , a3]. Now the
H-graph in J $m , the H-graph in J $1&a4 , and two disjoint paths in
G&[u, v, a4 , b4] from a2 , a3 to b2 , b3 , respectively, give the desired
K4-subdivision in G.
(7.4) Suppose |Swi & e$C1a2 |2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & b4Cmb3 |2
for i=3, 4. By Claim 5, J $m&b3 contains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4]
and ends [u, b4] and [v, b2]. By Claim 3, J $1&a2 has an H-graph with
root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a3 , a4]. Hence, by planarity, J $1 con-
tains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a2 , a4]. Now,
the H-graph in J $1 , the H-graph in J $m&b3 , and two disjoint paths in
G&[u, v, a3 , b3] from a2 , a4 to b2 , b4 , repectively, give the desired K4-sub-
division in G.
Note that the case |Swi & e$C1 a2 |2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & b2Cme$|2
for i=3, 4 is symmetric to (7.1). The case |Swi & a3C1a4 |2 for
i=1, 2 and |Swi & b4 Cmb3 |2 for i=3, 4 is symmetric to (7.2). The
case |Swi & a2C1 a3 |2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & e$Cmb4 |2 for i=3, 4 is
symmetric to (7.3). The case |Swi & a3 C1a4 |2 for i=1, 2 and
|Swi & b2Cme$|2 for i=3, 4 is symmetric to (7.4).
Also note that the cases |Swi & e$C1 a2 |2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & b3Cmb2 |
2 for i=3, 4 or |Swi & e$Cmb4 |2 for i=3, 4 cannot occur; otherwise Ge
would contain a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W (by combining
an H-graph in J1 with root [w1 , w2] and ends in T1 , and H-graph in Jm
with root [w3 , w4] and ends in Tm , and four disjoint paths from T1 to Tm).
Similarly, the cases |Swi & a4C1e$|2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & b4Cmb3 |2
for i=3, 4 or |Swi & b2Cme$|2 for i=3, 4 cannot occur, the cases
|Swi & a2C1a3 |2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & b2Cme$|2 for i=3, 4 or
|Swi & b4Cmb3 |2 for i=3, 4 cannot occur, and the cases |Swi & a3C1 a4 |
2 for i=1, 2 and |Swi & e$Cmb4 |2 for i=3, 4 or |Swi & b3 Cmb2 |2 for
i=3, 4 cannot occur. This completes the proof of Claim 7.
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By Claim 7 and by symmetry, we may assume that J1 is not Obstruc-
tion (I). Since Obstructions (III)(XI) are variations of Obstruction (II),
we will think of J1 as Obstruction (II) with appropriate variations in
mind. By symmetry we may assume that J1 has an H-graph with root
[w1 , w2] and ends [e$, a4] and [a2 , a3], and that Sw1 & a4 C1e${< and
Sw2 & a2 C1a3{<. In Jm we may assume that every H-graph with root
[w3 , w4] and ends in Tm must have ends [e$, b4] and [b2 , b3] (otherwise
Ge would have a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W ).
Claim 8. J $1&a4 contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends
[u, v] and [a2 , a3], J $1 contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends
[v, a3] and [u, a4], and J $1 contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and
ends [v, a2] and [u, a3]. If Jm is not Obstruction (I), then J $m&b4 contains
an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [u, v] and [b2 , b3], J $m contains
an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [v, b3] and [u, b4], and J $m con-
tains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [v, b2] and [u, b3].
First, we find the desired H-graph in J $1&a4 . From an H-graph in J1
with root [w1 , w2] and ends [a4 , e$] and [a2 , a3], J $1&a4 has the follow-
ing internally disjoint paths: Pu from w1 to u (not through v), P2 from w2
to a2 , P3 from w2 to a3 , and P from w1 to w2 . We select Pu to use as much
of a4C$1 u as possible, and select P2 and P3 to use as much of a2C1a3 as
possible. We select P through t$ and q$, and when t${q$ we select P such
that if s$=p$ then every vertex of P is cofacial in G with s$=p$ and if s${p$
then s$, t$, p$, q$ are in a common face C$ of G and P uses q$C$t$. Thus
a4  P; otherwise G would contain a 3-cut separating two vertices of W.
There is a path Pv from w1 to v disjoint from (Pu _ P2 _ P)&[w1];
otherwise, by planarity, there are vertices u1 # Pu&w1 and v1 # P2&w2
such that [u1 , v1 , a3 , a4] is a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2] from
[w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 1. Now Pu , P2 , P3 , Pv , P give an H-graph
in J $1&a4 with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a2 , a3].
Now we show that J $1 contains an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends
[v, a3] and [u, a4]. An H-graph in J1 with root [w1 , w2] and ends [e$, a4]
and [a2 , a3] gives an H-graph in J $1 with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, a4]
and [a2 , a3]. Indeed, we may choose such an H-graph L in J $1 so that it
is internally disjoint from vC$1 a2 . Clearly, L _ vC$1a2 gives the desired
H-graph in J $1 .
Finally, we show that J $1 has an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends
[v, a2] and [u, a3]. An H-graph in J1 with root [w1 , w2] and ends [e$, a4]
and [a2 , a3] gives the following internally disjoint paths in J $1 : P from w1
to w2 , P2 from w2 to a2 , and P4 from w1 to a4 . Select P2 to use as much
of a2C1 a3 as possible such that a3  P2 . Select P so that P uses t$ and q$,
and when t${q$ we select P so that if s$=p$ then every vertex of P is cofa-
cial in G with s$=p$ and if s${p$ then s$, t$, p$, q$ are in a common face
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C$ of G and P uses q$C$t$. Clearly, (P _ P2) & a3 C1a4=<; otherwise by
checking the cases in Fig. 2, J1 would be Obstruction (I) (with the new
|Swi & a3C1a4 |2 for i=1, 2), contradicting the assumption that J1 is not
Obstruction (I). If J=J $1&((P _ P2 _ P4)&[w1 , w2]) contains disjoint
paths from w1 , w2 to u, v, respectively, then such two paths, P, P2 , P4 , and
a3 C1a4 form the desired H-graph in J $1 . So we may assume that J contains
a cutset T with |T |1 separating [w1 , w2]&T from [u, v]&T. Clearly
|T |=1 and T/sC$1u. By planarity, there is a vertex v1 # P2&w2 such that
[u1 , v1 , a3 , a4] is a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2] from [w3 , w4], con-
tradicting Claim 1. This proves Claim 8.
We now show that G contains a K4 -subdivision with branch vertices in
W. First, suppose Jm is Obstruction (I). Then |Swi & b4Cmb3 |2 for
i=3, 4 or |Swi & b2Cme$|2 for i=3, 4 (otherwise, Ge contains a K4-sub-
division with branch vertices in W ). Assume |Swi & b4 Cmb3 |2 for i=3, 4.
By Claim 3, J $m&b4 contains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends
[u, v] and [b2 , b3]. By Claim 8, J $1 has an H-graph with root [w1 , w2]
and ends [u, a3] and [v, a2]. These two H-graphs together with two dis-
joint paths in G&[u, v, a4 , b4] from a2 , a3 to b2 , b3 , respectively, form the
desired K4-subdivision in G. So we assume |Swi & b2Cme$|2 for i=3, 4.
By Claim 3, J $m&b2 contains an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends
[u, v] and [b3 , b4]. By Claim 8, J $1 has an H-graph with root [w1 , w2]
and ends [u, a4] and [v, a3]. These two H-graph together with two dis-
joint paths in G&[u, v, a2 , b2] from a3 , a4 to b3 , b4 , respectively, form the
desired K4 -subdivision in G.
Thus we may assume that Jm is not Obstruction (I). By Claim 8, J $1&a4
has an H-graph with root [w1 , w2] and ends [u, v] and [a2 ,a3], and J $m
has an H-graph with root [w3 , w4] and ends [b2 , v] and [u, b3]. These
two H-graphs together with two disjoint paths in G&[u, v, a4 , b4] from
a2 , a3 to b2 , b3 , respectively, form the desired K4-subdivision in G. K
Now we can prove our main result.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a 3-connected plane graph and W=[w1, w2, w3, w4]
V(G) such that G has not 3-cut separating two vertices in W. Then G has
a K4 -subdivision with four branch vertices in W if and only if G is not one
of the graphs in Fig. 7.
Proof. Recall that the graphs in Fig. 7 do not contain K4-subdivisions
with branch vertices in W. Suppose that G is not a graph in Fig. 7 and G
contains no K4 -subdivision with branch vertices in W. We select G so that
|V(G )| is minimum. Then, by Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, G has no 4-cut
separating two vertices of W from the other two vertices.
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Claim 1. If T is a 4-cut separating two vertices of W and T & W=<,
then T is the neighborhood of some vertex in W.
Suppose that T is a 4-cut separating w1 from w2 . We use D1 and D2 to
denote the two T-bridges of G containing w1 and w2 , respectively. Without
loss of generality we may assume that D1 & W=[w1]. Suppose that
D1&T{[w1]. Let T=[u, v, s, t] be such that u and v, v and s, s and t,
and t and u are cofacial in G, respectively. We replace D1&T by the vertex
w1 and edges from w1 to T, and four edges uv, vs, st, and tu (if they are
not present in G ). Denote by J the resulting graph. Clearly J is 3-connected
and no 3-cut of J separates two vertices of W, and J has no 4-cut separat-
ing two vertices of W from the other two. Hence by the choice of G, J has
a K4 -subdivision with branch vertices in W or J is of the first type in Fig. 7.
It is then easy to see that either G has a K4 -subdivision with branch ver-
tices in W or G is of the first type in Fig. 7, a contradiction.
Claim 2. If uv is an edge of G with [u, v] & W=< and T is a 4-cut of
G separating two vertices of W, such that [u, v]/T and |T & W |=1, then
[u, v] is contained in the neighborhood of some vertex of W which is of
degree 4 in G.
Suppose T separates w1 from w2 and w3 # T. Let D1 and D2 be the
T-bridges of G containing w1 and w2 , respectively. Suppose w4  T. By sym-
metry, we may assume w4 # D2&T. Let T=[u, v, w3 , t] such that u and v,
v and w3 , w3 and t, and t and u are cofacial in G, respectively. We may
assume D1&T{[w1]; otherwise Claim 2 follows. We may select a 4-cut
T1 of G contained in D2 and separating [w2 , w4] from T&T1 such that the
component of G&T1 containing [w2 , w4] is minimal. Let T1=[u1, v1, w3, t1]
be such that G has four disjoint paths from u1 , v1 , w3 , t1 to u, v, w3 , t,
respectively. We use B1 and B2 to denote the T1-bridges of G containing w1
and w2 respectively. Note that possibly T=T1 .
We claim that B2 contains crossing H-graphs with root [w2 , w4] and
ends in T1 . Otherwise, by Theorem 3.1, B2 is one of the obstructions in
Fig. 2 (with [w2 , w4] replacing [x, y] and T1 replacing A). Note that B2
does not have both a cycle D containing [w2 , w3 , w4] and two disjoint
paths from w2 , w4 to T1&[w3] internally disjoint from D; otherwise, G
contains a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W consisting of D, the
two paths from [w2 , w4] to T1&[w3], and three of four disjoint paths in
B1 from w1 to T1 , a contradiction. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, we may assume
that B2 is Obstruction (I) with w3 as a1 or a2 (see Fig. 2 and Lemma 3.2).
By symmetry, we may assume that [v1 , w3] corresponds to [a1 , a2]. Then
to avoid the first type of Fig. 7, B1 has four paths (by Lemma 3.3): from
w1 to u1 , w3 , t1 and from w3 to v1 . These four paths together with an
H-graph in B2 give a K4 -subdivision of G with branch vertices in W, a
contradiction.
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Now we claim that there is a vertex r # B1&T1 such that r, v1 , w3 are
cofacial in G and r, t, w3 are cofacial in G. Note that B1 is a graph in Fig. 5
with w1 , u1 , v1 , w3 , t1 replacing w, u, v, x, t, respectively. Otherwise, by
Lemma 3.3, B1 contains the following internally disjoint paths: one from w1
to u1 , one from w1 to v1 , one from w1 to w3 , and one from w3 to t1 . These
four paths and an H-graph of B2 with root [w2 , w4] and ends [v1 , w3] and
[u1 , t1] form a K4-subdivision in G with branch vertices in W, a contradic-
tion. Also note that B1 is a graph in Fig. 5 with w1 , u1 , t1 , w3 , v1 replacing
w, u, v, x, t, respectively. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.3, B1 contains the follow-
ing internally disjoint paths: one from w1 to u1 , one from w1 to t1 , one
from w1 to w3 , and one from w3 to v1 . These four paths and an H-graph
of B2 with root [w2 , w4] and ends [v1 , u1] and [w3 , t1] form a K4-sub-
division in G with branch vertices in W, a contradiction. Thus, by
planarity, there is a vertex r # B1&T1 such that r, v1 , w3 are cofacial in G
and r, t, w3 are cofacial in G.
Therefore, [u1 , v1 , r, t1] is a 4-cut of G. Since G is 3-connected, rw3 is an
edge of G. We may assume w1=r; otherwise Claim 2 follows from Claim 1.
We now consider two cases.
(2.1) Suppose B1&[v1 , w3 , w1] contains no path from u1 to t1 .
Then by planarity, one of [w1 , v1] is a cutvertex of B1 separating u1 from
t1 . This cutvertex must be w1 ; otherwise, [v1 , w3 , t1] would be a 3-cut of
G separating w1 from [w2 , w4]. Since G is 3-connected, w1 t1 in an edge of
G. Note that [u1 , v1 , w1] is a 3-cut of G; otherwise, T1 is the neighborhood
of w1 , and Claim 2 follows. We obtain a graph J from G by replacing
B1&T1 with w1 and four edges w1u1 , w1 v1 , w1w3 , and w1 t1 . Clearly J is
3-connected and contains no cutset S with |S |3 separating two vertices
of W. By the choice of G, J contains a K4-subdivision with branch vertices
in W or J is a graph in Fig. 7. If J contains a K4-subdivision with branch
vertices in W, then clearly G has a K4 -subdivision with branch vertices in
W, a contradiction. So assume J is a graph in Fig. 7. Note that J contains
no cutset S with |S |4 separating two vertices of W from the other two;
otherwise, since w1 w3 is an edge, S must separate [w1 , w3] from [w2 , w4],
and so, S would be a cutset in G. So J is of the first type in Fig. 7. Since
w1w3 is an edge, Sw1=[w1] and Sw3=[w3]. Since J is 3-connected (unique
embedding in the plane), Swi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, all intersect the fact containing
w1 , w3 , v1 or all intersect the face containing w1 , w3 , t1 . Hence, it is easy
to see that G is a graph of the first type in Fig. 7, a contradiction.
(2.2) Now suppose B1&[v1 , w3 , w1] contains a path from t1 to u1 .
Let J be the graph obtained from G by replacing B1&T1 with w1 and edges
w1u1 , w1v1 , w1w3 , w1 t1 , and u1 t1 . Then, J is 3-connected and contains no
cutset S with |S |3 separating two vertices of W. By the choice of G, J
contains a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W or J is a graph in
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Fig. 7. By the same argument as in the previous case, G has a K4-sub-
division with branch vertices in W or G is one of the graphs in Fig. 7, a
contradiction.
Claim 3. For every edge e=uv with [u, v] & W=<, [u, v] is con-
tained in the neighborhood of some vertex of W which is of degree 4
in G.
Let e=uv with [u, v] & W=<. If Ge is not 3-connected, then [u, v] is
contained in a 3-cut S of G. Thus G&S has a component, say D, disjoint
from W. We now obtain a new graph J from G by deleting D and adding
edges in S if they are not present in G. Then J is a 3-connected plane graph
in which no 3-cut separates two vertices of W. By the choice of G, either
J contains a K4 -subdivision with branch vertices in W or J is one of the
graphs in Fig. 7. Hence, it is easy to see that either G has a K4-subdivision
with branch vertices in W or G is a graph in Fig. 7, a contradiction. There-
fore we may assume that Ge is 3-connected.
We may assume that [u, v] is contained in some 4-cut T of G separating
two vertices in W, say w1 and w2 ; otherwise by the choice of G, Ge either
has a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W (which can be modified to
give a K4-subdivision of G with branch vertices in W ) or Ge is a graph in
Fig. 7 (which is taken care of by Lemma 4.1), a contradiction.
By Claims 1 and 2, we may assume T=[u, v, w3 , w4] and let Di be the
T-bridge of G containing wi , i=1, 2. If D1 has the four paths as in
Lemma 3.4 (with w, x, y being replaced by w1 , w3 , w4 , respectively), then
we can produce a K4-subdivision by combining them with three of the four
disjoint paths in D2 from w2 to T, a contradiction. So by Lemma 3.4, D1
is a graph in Fig. 6 with w, x, y being replaced by w1 , w3 , w4 , respectively.
Note that we may assume that the first two types in Fig. 6 do not occur;
otherwise, G has a 4-cut containing [u, v] and just one vertex of W, and
Claim 3 follows from Claim 2. So D1 is a graph of the last two types in
Fig. 6. Similarly D2 is a graph of the last two types in Fig. 6 with w, x, y
being replaced by w2 , w3 , w4 , respectively. Therefore G is a graph of the
first type in Fig. 7, a contradiction. This proves Claim 3.
Since G has no 3-cut separating vertices of W, G&wi has a cycle Ci
containing W&[wi]. Without loss of generality (by changing the infinite
region of G if necessary) we may assume that Ci bounds a closed disc Di
containing wi and that the subgraph Hi of G contained in Di is maximal.
Claim 4. V(G)=V(Hi).
Otherwise, let u # V(G)&V(Hi). Let Pj , j=1, 2, 3, be the three subpaths
of Ci between the vertices in W&[wi]. Since G is 3-connected, there are
three disjoint paths from u to Ci intersecting Ci only at their ends. By the
choice of Ci , no two of these three paths land on the same Pj . Hence let
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uj , j=1, 2, 3, be the ends of the three paths in Pj&W, respectively. Let e
be an edge of the path from u to uj . By Claim 3, the ends of e must be con-
tained in the neighborhood of a vertex in W which is of degree 4. Clearly
we can enlarge Di to include u, a contradiction. This completes Claim 4.
Thus G consists of Hi and jump edges from Pj to Pk for 1k{ j3.
Such a jump edge is bad if one end is in W&[wi]; otherwise we say it is
good. By Claim 3, the ends of every good jump edge are contained in the
neighborhood of some vertex in W (which is of degree 4 in G ).
Claim 5. For each choice of Di , G must have a bad jump edge.
Suppose Claim 5 is not true. Without loss of generality we may assume
that G does not have bad jump edges with respect to H1 . We may aslo
assume that w2 , w3 , w4 appear on C1 in this clockwise order. We first show
that H1 contains a path Q from w3 to w4 through w1 disjoint from
C1&[w3 , w4].
We claim that H1 has a path P from w3 to w4 disjoint from
C1&[w3 , w4]. Otherwise H1 has a 2-cut [u, v] such that u # w4C1w3&
[w4 , w3] and v # w3C1w4&[w3 , w4]. By symmetry we may assume that
u # w4C1 w2&w4 . We select [u, v] so that vC1u is minimal. Since G consists
of H1 and good jump edges, and since G is 3-connected, G has a jump edge
from w4 C1 u&[u, w4] to w2 C1v&[v, w2 , w3] or from vC1 w4&[v, w4] to
uC1w3&[u, w2 , w3]. By Claim 3, the ends of such a jump edge must be in
the neighborhood of some vertex in W. But this is impossible by planarity
of G, maximality of H1 , minimality of vC1 u, and by the assumption that
there is no bad jump edge.
Now we show that there is a path Q in H1&(C1&[w3 , w4]) from w3 to
w4 through w1 . Otherwise, suppose first w1 is in the open disc bounded
by P _ w3C1w4 . By planarity, there are two vertices u, v # w3C1w4&
[w3 , w4] and a vertex w such that in H1 , [u, v, w] separates w1 from
[w2 , w3 , w4]&[w]. Since G contains no 3-cut separating vertices of W,
there is a good jump edge from the subpath of w3C1 w4 between u and v
(exclusive) to w4C1 w2&[w4 , w2] or w2 C1w3&[w2 , w3]. But this is
impossible because of Claim 3 and maximality of H1 . Thus we may assume
that w1 is in the open disc bounded by w4C1 w3 _ P. By planarity, there are
vertices u, v # w4 C1 w3&[w3 , w4] and a vertex w such that in H1 , [u, v, w]
separates w1 from [w3 , w4]&[w]. We may assume that w4 , u, v, w3 are
on C1 in this clockwise order. We claim that w2 # [u, v] for any such
3-cut [u, v, w]. Otherwise, w2 # uC1 v&[u, v] or w2 # w4 C1u&[w4 , u] or
w2 # vC1 w3&[v, w3]. Suppose first that w2  uC1 v. Then by symmetry,
assume w2 # vC1 w3 . Since G is 3-connected, G contains a good jump
edge from uC1v&[u, v] to w2C1w4&[w2 , w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 3
or the maximality of H1 . Now suppose w2 # uC1v&[u, v]. Since G con-
tains no 3-cut separating vertices of W, G contains a good jump edge from
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uC1v&[u, v, w2] to w3C1 w4&[w3 , w4], contradicting Claim 3 or the
maximality of H1 . So w2 # [u, v]. By symmetry assume v=w2 . Since G has
no 3-cut separating vertices of W, G has a good jump edge from some
vertex x # uC1w2&[u, w2] to some vertex y # w2C1w3&[w2 , w3] with
[x, y]/N(w2). In this case w2 has exactly two neighbors contained in the
[u, v, w]-bridge B of H1 containing w1 (otherwise we could select u, v so
that either w2 does not belong to the subpath of w4C1w3 between u and v
or u{w2 and v{w2). Now w3 w2 # E(G); otherwise, the neighbors of w2
not in B together with u, w form a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w2] from
[w3 , w4], a contradiction. Hence, G has another jump edge from
s # yC1 w3&[ y, w3] to t # w3C1w2&[w2 , w3 , w4]. Let N(w3)=[s, t, w2 , q]
and N(w2)=[x, y, v, w3]. Then G is a graph of the first type in Fig. 7,
where Sw1=[w1] if w1=r, Sw1=[u, x, v, w] if w1{v, Sw2=[w2],
Sw3=[w3], and Sw4=[u, w, t, q].
So such a path Q does exist, and we choose Q so that the subgraph F
of G in the closed disc bounded by Q _ w4C1 w3 is maximal. If F has a path
from w1 to w2 internally disjoint from Q _ w4 C1 w3 , then G contains a
K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W, a contradiction. So such a path
does not exist. Then by planarity, F has a 2-cut [u, v]/w4C1 w3 _ Q
separating w1 from w2 . By symmetry we only need to consider three cases:
u # w1Qw4&[w1 , w4] and v # w1Qw3&[w1 , w3], or u # w4C1 w2&w2 and
v # w2C1 w3&w2 , or u # w1Qw4&[w1 , w4] and v # w2C1 w3&w2 .
(5.1) Now suppose u # w4C1 w2&w2 and v # w2C1w3&w2 . We choose
[u, v] so that uC1v is minimal. Since G is 3-connected, G has a good jump
edge from uC1w2&[u, w2] to vC1 w4&[v, w3 , w4] or from w2 C1v&
[v, w2] to w3 C1u&[u, w3 , w4]. By symmetry, we may assume that G has
a good jump edge from uC1w2&[u, w2] to vC1w4&[v, w3 , w4]. Then by
Claim 3 and the maximality of H1 , u=w4 and the jump edge is from a
vertex q # w4C1 w2&[w4 , w2] to a vertex p # w3C1 w4&[w3 , w4] with
[ p, q]/N(w4). We select pq so that pC1q is maximal. Note that w4 has
two neighbors in the [w4 , v]-bridge of H1 containing w2 ; otherwise, [q, v]
contradicts the minimality of uC1v. Thus, the two neighbors of w4 con-
tained in Q _ [ p] and v form a 3-cut of H1 separating w3 from w2 . Since
G has no 3-cut separating vertices of W and by the maximaliy of pC1q and
H1 , G has a good jump edge from w2C1v&[w2 , v] to w3C1 p&w3 . This
implies v=w3 , and so, by minimality of uC1 v, w3 has two neighbors in the
[u, v]-bridge of H1 containing w2 . Note that both w3 and w4 are of
degree 4. Let s, t, t$, s$ be the neighbors of w3 in H1 in this clockwise order
around w3 and p, q, q$, p$ be the neighbors of w4 in H1 in this clockwise
order around w4 , where s, w3 , t, p, w4 , q appear on C1 in this clockwise
order. Therefore, G is of the first type in Fig. 7 with w3 , w4 (and w1 if
w1 # [t$, p$]) on the face containing [s$, q$, t$, p$], w2 being separated from
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W&[w2] by [q, q$, s$, s] (and w1 being separated from W&[w1] by
[t, t$, a, a$] if w1  [t$, p$]).
(5.2) Suppose u # w1Qw4&[w1 , w4] and v # w1Qw3&[w1 , w3]. Then
by the maximality of F and by planarity, there are vertices x, y # w3C1w4&
[w3 , w4] such that in H1 , [u, v, x, y] separates w1 from W&[w1]. Let
x # yC1w4 . We will derive a contradiction by showing that G is of the first
type in Fig. 7.
For i=2, 3, 4, let Swi=[wi] if G has no jump edge with both ends in
N(wi); otherwise, let Swi=N(wi). We now show that wj  Swi for j{i. First
note that, by (5.1), we may assume that w3 w4  E(G).
Now suppose wj # Swi . Then by symmetry, we may assume that
w2w4 # E(G ). By (5.1), we may assume w2w3  E(G). We claim that there is
no jump edge with both ends in N(w2) or N(w4). For if there is a jump
edge with both ends in N(w2), then let ab be a good jump edge such that
[a, b]/N(w2), a # w4C1w2&[w2 , w4], b # w2C1 w3&[w2 , w3]. Select ab
so that aC1b is maximal. Clearly there is a good jump edge with both ends
in N(w4) (otherwise N(w2)&[a] would be a 3-cut in G separating w2 from
[w3 , w1]), and let pq be a good jump edge such that [ p, q]/N(w4),
p # w3C1w4&[w3 , w4], and q # w4C1a&w4 . Clearly (N(w2)&[a, w4]) _
(N(w4)&[q, w2]) is a cutset of size at most 4 separating [w2 , w4] from
[w1 , w3], a contradiction. So there is no jump edge with both ends in
N(w2) if w2w4 # E(G ), and similarly, there is no jump edge with both ends
in N(w4) if w2w4 # E(G). By a similar argument, no jump edge has both
ends in N(w2) or N(w3) if w2 # N(w3). Also G contains no jump edge from
yCx&[x, y] to w4C1 w3&[w2 , w3 , w4].
Therefore wj  Swi whenever i{ j, where Sw1=[u, v, x, y]. Hence, G is a
graph of the first type in Fig. 7.
(5.3) Finally u # w1Qw4&[w1 , w4] and v # w2C1 w3&w2 . Then there
is a vertex w # w3C1 w4&[w3 , w4] such that [u, v, w] separates w1 from w2
in H1 . Hence G has good jump edges from vC1 w3&[v, w3] to wC1w2&
[w, w2 , w4] or from w3C1w&[w, w3] to w4 C1v&[v, w2 , w4]. By Claim 3
and the maximality of H1 , v=w3 and there is a jump edge from a
vertex s # w2C1w3&[w2 , w3] to a vertex t # w3 C1w&[w3 , w]. Now either
[u, w, s] is 3-cut of G separating w1 from w2 , or there are two neighbors
of w3 together with u, w form a 4-cut of G separating [w1 , w3] from
[w2 , w4], a contradiction. This completes the proof of Claim 5.
By Claim 5, we may assume that H1 has the least number of bad jump
edges and that there is a bad jump edge from w2 to z # w3 C1w4&[w3 , w4],
where w2 , w3 , w4 appear on C1 in this clockwise order.
We may assume H1 does not contain two disjoint paths from w1 to
w2C1 w3 internally disjoint from C1 . Otherwise, let P, Q be two disjoint
paths from w1 to p, q # w2 C1w3 internally disjoint from C1 such that
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p # w2C1 q. Select P and Q so that the subgraph of H1 contained in the
closed disc bounded by P _ Q _ pC1q is minimal. Then we consider H4 by
taking C4=w2 C1 p _ P _ Q _ qC1z _ [w2z]. Clearly, the number of bad
jump edge in G with respect to H4 is less than the number of bad jump
edges in G with respect to H1 , a contradiction. Similarly, we may assume
H1 does not contain two disjoint paths from w1 to w4C1 w2 internally dis-
joint from C1 .
Since H1 contains four disjoint paths from w1 to C1 and internally dis-
joint from C1 , two of these four paths, say P and Q, are from w1 to
w3C1 w4 . Let P & C1=[ p] and Q & C1=[q] such that q # pC1 w4 . We
select P and Q so that the subgraph of H1 contained in the closed disc
bounded by P _ Q _ pC1q is minimal. By symmetry, we may assume
z # pC1 w4&p. We now consider H4 by taking C4=w2C1 p _ P _ Q _ R _
[w2z], where R=qC1z if z # qC1w4 and R=zC1q otherwise. Then the
number of bad jump edges with respect to H4 is less than that with respect
to H1 , a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. K
As a consequence of Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following result conjec-
tured by Robertson and Thomas in 1993.
Corollary 4.3. Let G be a 5-connected planar graph and W a set of
four vertices in G. Then G has a K4-subdivision with branch vertices in W if
and only if W is not contained in any face of the unique plane embedding
of G.
An apex graph is a non-planar graph G such that G&w is planar for
some w # V(G ).
The following result follows from Corollary 4.3.
Corollary 4.4. Every 6-connected apex graph contains a K5 -subdivision.
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